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HYDROPOWER RESOURCE STUDY - NAMIBIA

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Norway has supported Namibia in the energy sector since independence. This support
started with rural grid electrification schemes. From approximately 1995 this support also
included assistance to the public sector and highlighted a new legal environment, capacity
and competence building in the Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME). The support included
studies on solar energy projects, hydropower projects and bioenergy projects. A Solar Home
System scheme was implemented i co-operation with the MME and German technical
assistance. German technical assistance facilitated detailed planning of the wind power
schemes. As a result Namibia has a certain understanding of the country's energy resources
and option for developing them. This report focuses on the hydropower resources, and is a
product of co-operation with the Ministry of Mines and Energy, NamPower, NVE
(Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate, and the consulting company
Statkraft/Grøener in Norway.

Three watercourses systems have been studied. Appendix 2 gives the location of these
watercourses. The report presents the data on each river separately to enhance the use of the
data in these watercourses.

1.2 The Policy
Namibia is a nation rich in both human and natural resources. Following the historic
achievement of the independence in 1990, the Government of the Republic of Namibia set
out to capitalise on these strengths and formulate a policy agenda to guide the social
upliftment of the people and the economic development of the nation.

In recognition of the need for the further policy development emphasising energy needs, the
Ministry of Mines and Energy produced a set of comprehensive, integrated policies to guide
the sustainable development of the energy sector. This policy is laid down in a White Paper
promulgated by the Namibian Parliament in 1998.

The Government is committed to ensuring that energy demand by the productive sectors of
the economy continues to be met through reliable com etitivel riced ener .

Government will promote the use of renewable energy through the establishment of an
adequate institutional and planning framework, the development of human resources and
public awareness and suitable financing systems.

The energy policy goal of sustainability will further be promoted through a requirement for
environmental impact assessments and project evaluation methodologies, which incorporate
environmental externalities.

The White Paper reaffirms Namibia's commitment to constructive engagement in SADC and
SAPP in order to maximise economic benefits. Security of supply will be achieved through
an appropriate diversification of economically competitive and reliable sources, but with
particular emphasis on Namibian resources.

Finally, the Ministry of Mines and Energy is mindful that the effective implementation of
these policies is dependent on the creation of adequate institutional and human resource
capacity. Policies have been proposed in each sector to address this issue.

1.3 H dro ower
Namibia has abundant hydropower resources compared to the electricity grid demand of
320 MW in 1999. The total electricity demand in the country is approximately 500 MW, and
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includes a large number of small diesel units outside the reach of the grid. The demand is
expected to grow to approximately 1000 MW by 2010. Reasons for this growth are the
successfully ongoing rural electrification programmes, the prospect of industry development
in the Export Processing Zones (EPZ) and development of new mining projects.

The understanding of the Namibian hydropower resources has been linked to schemes
developed and planned to harness the energy potential in the Kunene River. The 249 MW
Ruacana hydropower station is the only hydropower station in operation at the Lower
Kunene River, which forms the border between Namibia and Angola. The Ruacana
hydropower station was developed as part of a scheme including the large Gove reservoir in
Angola. This reservoir has never been used due to the civil war situation in Angola, and thus
has created constraints for the firm power production in Ruacana. Nevertheless, Ruacana has
been a "goldmine" for NamPower (the state owned transmission and generation company in
Namibia), and has secured cheap and reliable electric power for Namibia since NamPower
could mix this power with power from ESKOM in South Africa on strategic good terms.

This experience, and the growing need for electric power to enhance the development of the
country led to the decision to do a study on other possible schemes in the Lower Kunene
River with a potential for reservoirs to benefit end secure firm power production. The Epupa
and Baynes schemes were studied and the feasibility study report in its final version was
handed over to the working group formed by Namibia and Angola in 1998.

Especially the Epupa scheme has caused an international environmental focus, which proves
it will not be easy to develop the scheme without due consideration to indigenous people
living in the construction area.

Namibia has not been able to compare the schemes in the Kunene River to other options for
hydropower plants in this river and other perennial rivers in Namibia.

A decision was therefore taken to request NORAD to support a study similar to the
hydropower resource studies that are undertaken in Norway. Emphasis should be on
options in the Lower Kunene River, and the result should enable the Ministry of Mines and
Energy to compare different schemes technically and economically. Due to the difficulties
with environmental studies in the Epupa/Baynes feasibility study, and budget constraints,
only basic data relevant for environmental comparison should be produced.

The study started in May 1999, and after a few weeks it was decided that the study also
- should comprise the hydropower potential in the Okavango River and the Orange River.

The project should include training to meet political goals of developing adequate
institutional and human resource capacity.

The Terms of reference for the study is presented in Appendix 1.

2 SUMMARY/ HYDRO POWER RESOURCE STUDY

2.1 General
The background for work on this study has been maps in 1:50 000, available hydrological
data from the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Affairs, site visits, access to the reports on
the Epupa and Baynes hydropower projects in the Kunene River, access to 30 years old
reports on possible exploitation of the energy in the rapids at Popa Falls in the Okavango
River and NVE' s cost curves for hydropower planning.

The NVE cost curves has been developed since 1960 for hydropower resource planning in
Norway. However, over years these curves have been tested with projects in Latin America,
Africa and East Asia. All these information is today incorporated in the curves. The
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experiences with the use of these curves have been very good. In Norway the accuracy has
been between +/- 20%. The normal is that the curves give an estimate on the high side.

The cost curves have been used both for the work and for the training of the Namibian team.
The development cost for each scheme in the Kunene River has been adjusted by an extra
15% contingency because of the very remote location of these plants. The development costs
for the Divundu power plant in the Okavango River and the three projects in the Orange
River have not been adjusted because the infrastructure to these sites is very much better
than to the Kunene River.

An interest rate of 10% has been used, but a sensitivity test for 7% and 15% for each plant is
shown. The long lead time, high investment and very low running cost for 30-80 years for a
hydropower scheme makes the discussion on the rates very crucial.

Social and Environmental issues have only to a limited extend been commented upon. This
is for the Divundu scheme in the Okavango River and the Aussenkehr scheme in the Orange
River. However, all schemes have figures on area inundated, which can be used as an
indicator on the environmental constraints caused by the schemes. In the same watercourse
it is useful to use this figure to rank schemes for more detailed planning. In the Epupa and
Baynes feasibility studies it were evident that inundation of land had the highest focus
related to landscape, culture and socio-economic impacts.

2.2 Pro'ects in the Lower Kunene River
The Kunene River originates in the highlands of south western Angola and flows in a
southward direction for a distance of 660 km to Calueque (Upper Kunene), where the river
turns westward for some 390 km before discharging into the Atlantic Ocean (Lower
Kunene). This last stretch represents the border between Angola and Namibia. The
catchment area of Kunene is 106 500 km', of which 92 400 km are in Angola and 14 100 km?
in Namibia.

The rainfalls vary over the catchment area from 1 300 mm in the upper parts to less than 100
mm per annum in the lower parts.

The mean annual flow is 52 m'/ s at the Gove reservoir in Angola and 160 m3 
/ s at Ruacana.

The variation throughout the year and from year to year is considerable. Periods of drought
lasting for several years are experienced at the Ruacana Hydro Electric power plant.

The Ruacana Hydro Electric Power Plant (249 MW) is the main plant at the border of
Angola/Namibia, and is owned by NamPower, Namibia.

Other projects along The Kunene River are located in Angola; The Gove regulating dam, The
Matala regulating dam and hydro power scheme, and The Calueque regulating dam and
pumping scheme, pumping water for Ovamboland in Namibia.

All these schemes were implemented by the former colonial regimes in Angola and Namibia
under agreements between the republic of Portugal and the Union of South Africa; Matala in
the 1950s and Ruacana, Gove and Calueque in the 1970s.

The potential in the Lower Kunene River includes all possible sites from the existing
Ruacana hydropower station to the river mouth in the Atlantic Ocean.

It is important to have in mind that because of the very remote location, the infrastructure
cost is extremely high. For this reason the first plant must be a very big scheme to justify the
very high road and transmission costs. Later schemes will then benefit from this investment,
and these schemes can be very cheap. Development of infrastructure will have positive and
negative socio-economic impacts as described in the feasibility study for the Epupa and
Baynes schemes. However, this report never dealt with the possible opening of the area for
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harnessing of the mineral resources, and the possibility that offshore oil/ gas activities in the
Northern part of Namibia can benefit on improved access along the Kunene River. This
prospect of course has negative and positive impacts, and is outside the scope of this study.

The calculations are based on the assumtion that the Epupa scheme is developed first. As an
alternative a very large Marien scheme has been described. This scheme with a dam height
of 230 m is outside the cost curves that have been used. Therefore the cost estimate for this
scheme is more uncertain than the other schemes. However, this does not mean that the cost
estimate is too low. It could be too high.

Figure 1 shows the figure for the impact parameter of inundated area (km), and generation
capacity (GWh). The figure on km 2 and MW is also often used, but in this case the power
capacity for some schemes are very uncertain since it is an option to focus on peak power
and pumping, and thereby increase the MW by several 100%. Very large schemes as Epupa
cannot be compared easily to other medium size schemes. However, the picture shows
clearly that the impacts of Epupa are of another magnitude than for the other schemes. In
addition evaporation in this area is very high, and does not favourite many km 2 land
flooded. It should be noted that development of Epupa or Marien Large scheme is
imperative for the firm power production in other downstream schemes, hence the figure
should be used with this fact in mind.

Figure 1:
Impact parameter of inundated area and generation capacity on projects in
the Lower Kunene River
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Table 2: Main Data on the H dro wer Potential in the Lower Kunene River

Total capacity Total energy Total cost primo
production 2000

GWV Mill. NSMW

Unit investment
cost

Ncent/kWh"

Ruacana? 240 890

Ondorusu 58 225

Zebra 30 115

Epupa 340 1724

Baynes 225 1120

Marien 230 1170

Hartman 125 630

Hombolo 170 855

Mcha 80 410

Sum Kunene today 240 890

Sum Kunene after 1498 7139
development

Increase 1258 6249

711 35

522 49

3645 25

1690 18

2304 23

1214 23

1544 21

922 26

12552 24
1) With Epupa and without Gove.
2) Existing
3) 360 MW at max head.
4) 10% discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 NS/kWh.

2.3 The Divundu h dro ower scheme in the Okavan o River

The Okavango or Kavango River (known as Cubango in Angola) originates on the Benguela
Plateau in Angola. The rainfall at the plateau is between 1 200 and 2 000 mm pr. year. From
here the river flows in a south eastern direction as a boundary river between Angola and
Namibia for approximately 400 km. In Caprivi, the Okavango River flows through Namibia
for a distance of approximately 50 km before it enters Botswana and the Okawango Swamps.
The rainfall in this region is only 400-600 mm pr. year.

The mean flow is 365 m3 
/ s at Popa Falls in Caprivi. The natural drop at the Popa Falls is

approximately 2,5 min the wet season and 4 min the dry season. The falls are more similar
to rapids with a width of approximately 1000m.

The plant will have a long utilisation time, and be in operation nearly all the year. The
reservoir created by a weir is not big enough to manipulate the river flow, therefore it will
always be water in the river downstream of the weir.

The inundated area is approximately 1.4 km in alt A, and 2.1 km in alt B. The scheme will
not affect Angola. Approximately 75 huts, 15 houses and 4 campsites around Divundu will
be affected by the increased water level. A socio-economic programme must therefore be
established to secure new land and improved life for the people directly affected. Due to the
increased water surface, the annual evaporation will increase by approximately 1.5 mill m3

(alt A) and 2 mill m3 (alt B), and thereby have a minor impact on the flow into the Okavango
Swamps. However this flow is 11 500 mill m' annually at Divundu.
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The rapids are inhabited by a small-sized rare fish species, which could be negatively
affected during construction, and later operation of the plant. The biological life in the river
between the dam and the outlet from the power station must be thoroughly studied and
measures taken to prevent severe impacts.

The scheme will enhance the connection of the Caprivi to the main grid in Namibia. Secured
electricity supply is a prerequisite to develop the agriculture potential in Caprivi. This added
value to the local society should be investigated.

Table 3 shows that data on the Divundu hydropower scheme clearly indicates that the
alternative with the weir 2 km upstream of the rapids is the best both compared to unit
cost/kWh and GWh/km inundated.

A small existing hydropower scheme a few km upstream of Divundu will not be affected by
the new hydropower project. This 50 kW plant is owned and operated by missionaries and
supplies a local hospital.

Table 3: Main Data Divundu H dro wer Scheme
Total capacity Total energy

production

MW GWh

DivunduA

DivunduB

Sum Okavango
today

19

20

0.05

150

160

0.4

Total cost pr Unit Annual
primo2000 investment energy

Mill.N$ cost" production pr

Ncent/kWh
km?

GWh/km?

325 25 51,7

359 26 35,6

1) 10% discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 NS/kWh.

2.4 H dro ower ro'ects in the Lower Oran e River

The Orange River (known as Oranje in South Africa) originates in the highlands of South
Africa and Lesotho. The river flows in a western direction through RSA and as a boundary
river until it reaches the Atlantic Ocean at Oranjemund / Alexander bay. The mean flow is
117 m'/s at Vioolsdrif, Noordoewer.

Over many decades reservoirs and hydropower plants have been constructed along the river
in South Africa, and during the recent years reservoirs are established in Lesotho (The
Lesotho Highland Water Scheme). The reservoirs are used for hydropower, water supply
and irrigation purposes.

The flow in the Orange River is greatly affected by all upstream reservoirs, water extractions
and Eskom's need for operation of the hydropower plants for peak power production. Work
is in progress for a water management plan for the river, which will put a focus on all
stakeholders and their need for water. This plan could result in a situation with the flow
more evened out, and thereby make the implementation of hydropower plants downstream
more feasible.

Table 4 on the next page shows the main data for the three schemes that have been identified
in the Orange River along the border with Namibia and South Africa. They are all expensive,
but multipurpose aspects could increase the value for the society.

The Ausenkehr project seems to be the most interesting, even if it scores lowest on the
GWh/km' inundated test.
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Implementation of the dam must be linked to the need for irrigation water in the area.
Possible benefits for water focused tourism should also be included in further studies. The
scheme will inundate rapids over a length of approximately 40 km, and thereby limits rafting
for tourists between Noordoewer and the dam wall. However, other water sport activities
could be developed. The dam wall will stop migrating fish, but a fish ladder may reduce this
impact. The reservoir will not inundate irrigated areas close to Noordoewer.

Table 4: Main Data Oran e River
Total Total energy Total cost Unit Annual energy

capacity production primo2000 investment cost production pr

MW GWh Mill.N$ Ncent/kWh"
inundated km

GWh/km
Onseepalt.A 15 76 204 30 380

Onseep alt. B 29 151 380 29 36

Vioolsdrif 3.7 19 56 28 95

Vioolsdrif Large Dam 44 227 903 44 3

Ausenkehr 30 155 333 25 5

Sum Orange today 0 0

(in Namibia)

Sum Orange after 106.7 552 1620 33
development, including
Onseeep alt. B

1) 10% discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

3 SUMMARY/ TRAINING PROGRAM

3.1 General
According to the focus on human resource development in the Namibian public services, a
Namibian team was engaged to be trained and work together with the NVE Team. The
budget for the training was 25% of the total estimated cost, and included training on
hydropower planning and the use of the NVE cost curves, which is an important tool for the
study. The training also included participation in a seminar on Run of River Hydropower
Schemes, and courses for Hydropower and Planning and Hydropower and Environment.
The seminar and the courses are linked to NORAD supported activities at the International
Centre for Hydropower in Trondheim, Norway. Available literature in addition to books etc
given during the training courses in Norway:

Hydropower Development published by Norwegian Institute of Technology, Division of
Hydraulic Engineering. 17 volumes of this documentation on the Norwegian West Europe
hydropower technology is now available at NamPower.
Extract from the NVE cost curves relevant for the projects in Namibia.

3.2 Trainin iven in Namibia
The training started with 2 days training in May 1999 for 1 person from MME and one
person from NamPower on using the NVE cost curves and hydropower planning in general.
This team was also involved in the planning of each plant. This period focused on the
Kunene River, and schemes with high dams and Francis turbines.
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2 days training in July 1999 with topics on hydrology, NVE cost curves in detail and with
focus on the Okavango River and the Orange River. The Namibian team participated in the
site visits.

A session work on hydropower planning and cost calculation was carried out in July. The
Aussenkehr power project in the Orange river was used as a case. Necessary materiell was
handed over in August, and the Namibia team should deliver a report during the training
course on Hydropower and Environment in Norway in September.

In August a third member was attached to the Namibian team. He represented the Ministry
of Agriculture and Water Affairs in Namibia.

3.3 Trainin iven in Norwa

Participation in the Seminar on Run of River Hydropower Schemes in Trondheim, Norway
June 1999.
June 99, visit to Norwegian Hydrotechnical Laboratory (NHL) of one person from MME and
one person from NamPower. NHL Employees gave lectures with topics on hydropower
planning in Kunene River.
Participation in a 3 weeks training course on Hydropower and Environment in September
1999.
After the training course, the task given in Namibia was discussed and the task-solutions
evaluated. A site visit was made to the Strandfossen hydropower station, which is comparable
to the Divundu hydropower project in Okawango.
Participation for 2 persons at the course for Hydropower and Planning in Norway June 2000.
Site visit to Namsen River in Norway to discuss flow management with the owner of the
hydropower plants (Nord-Trøndelag Energy Utility) and the affects on salmon migration.
Salmon fishing has an important local economic value in the tourist business.
Participation for 2 persons at the course for Hydropower and Environment in Norway
September 2000 was cancelled due to circumstances in Namibia, and is planned to be carried
out in September 2001.
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APPENDIX 1

NORAD/MME ENERGY SECTOR CO-OPERATION PLANS FOR 1999

HYDROPOWER MASTER PLAN

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTANCY SERVICES BY NVE

INTRODUCTION

The energy policy goals as laid out in the Namibian White Paper on Energy Policy highlight security of supply,
sustainability, effective sector governance, social upliftment, investment and growth and economic
competitiveness.

The White Paper further highlight the use of renewable resources, and that security of supply will be achieved
through an appropriate diversification of economically competitive and reliable resources with particular
emphasis on Namibian resources.

Namibia has abundant hydropower resources compared to the present electricity grid demand of 320 MW. The
total electricity demand in the country is approximately 500 MW, and includes a large number of small diesel
units outside the reach of the grid. The demand is expected to grow to approximately 1000 MW by 2010.
Reasons for this growth are the successfully ongoing rural electrification programmes, the prospect of industry
development in the Export Processing Zones (EPZ) and development of new mining projects.

The majority of the hydropower resources are along the Lower Kunene River at approximately 12 different sites.
They could produce approximately 10,000 million kWh and provide a total capacity of 2,200 MW. Only 50% of
this resource belong to Namibia since Namibia is bordering Angola along the Kunene River.

The exploitation of this renewable resource relies on a close co-operation with the people living in the area in
order to allow them to participate in the added value for the society of exploiting these resources. Another issue
is the successful co-operation with Angola for all projects in the Kunene River.

One project has been implemented in the Kunene River. The Ruacana hydro power plant has a maximum
capacity of 249 MW, but being a run- of- the river scheme the output is heavily dependent on the water flow
regulation and seasonal rainfall regimes in river. Reservoirs in Angola, developed for the benefit of Ruacana
hydropower station, and irrigation schemes, have been destroyed during the civil war in Angola. It is uncertain
that the reservoir will be repaired in the foreseeable future. As a result, for long periods to come, the firm power
output from Ruacana will remain at 50 MW.

Two possible hydropower projects, EPUP A and BAINES, have been investigated. The feasibility study is
completed, and data from this study is available at NamPower. There are constraints of developing especially the
EPUPA scheme, and due consideration on environment and socio-economic issues have to be taken before any
decision is made. Of the two schemes, EPUPA is by far the most feasible to meet Namibia's growing demand for
electric energy.

Data from the other studies on other sites in the Lower Kunene River is available at NamPower, but some of
these data is 30 years old.

It is no expertise in the MME or NamPower to carry out hydropower selection studies or pre-feasibility studies.

Therefore it is a need to establish a certain skill for hydropower selection studies, and at the same time update
technical data on old schemes.
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OBJECTIVE

The objective will be transfer technology and know-how from the Norwegian Master Plan on hydropower to
enable MME, assisted by NamPower to update the old studies in the Kunene River and other perennial rivers,
either by using own resources, or have improved skills when engaging consulting companies and monitoring
them. A spin off of the work will be updated economical and technical data on the old schemes.

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work is proposed to follow Project no 4.2.1; Hydropower Master Plan (Alternative II) as indicated
below, and as presented to NORAD after the workshop on institutional co-operation organised by NORAD in
Namibia in January 1999. This project description has been further adjusted in consultation between MME and
NamPower.

The work includes:

• Training of a Namibian team to gain knowledge on hydropower selection studies
• Train the Namibian team in the understanding on the Norwegian methodology for the Norwegian

Master Plan on Hydropower, including training in use of cost curves.
• By "learning by doing" update economical and technical data on old hydropower plans available in the

NamPower files.
• Use the new basic data information to do a basic comparison between these scheme's environmentally

impacts and benefits to the Epupa and Baynes schemes.

By using the know-how from the Norwegian Master Plan and all the tools that were developed as part of this
master plan, the final product will give the necessary description of each scheme (highlighting technical and
economical issues). There will be no detailed descriptions, but the level of descriptions will enhance the MME's
background to decide upon further feasibility studies of the most promising schemes. The environmental and
socio-economic issues will be covered by comparing data on possible schemes to the Baynes and the Epupa
schemes.

Training in Norway will include participation in a conference on Run of river schemes in June, and participation
in a course organised by the International Centre for Hydropower (ICH) in Norway on hydropower and
environment in September 1999.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES

Basic material is the available information on previous studied schemes filed in NamPower, and the
methodology and available cost curves filed in NVE, which where used for the Norwegian Master Plan on
hydropower resources.

A team from NVE with relevant experience from similar projects will work together with a Namibian team from
MME and NamPower to ensure transfer of knowledge to the Namibian team.

MME/NamPower will identify a Namibian team to work on the project, and to be subject to relevant training in
Norway. The training in Norway will be organised by NVE and the consultant hired by NVE for this purpose.
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OUTPUTS

The following outputs will be provided;

• Information on old plans available to MME;
• NVE's methodology and cost curves for hydropower construction available to MME/NamPower, and

the team trained in using the cost curves;
• Old plans updated economical and technical, and basic data given to be able to rough compare

environmental and socio-economic impacts;
• The Namibian team trained in Norway through participation in workshop and training course reflecting

issues relevant for hydropower development in Namibia.

REPORTING/TIME FRAME

The project will start in May 1999, and the basic work carried out in May/June/July. Training may continue up to
the end of 1999. The activity will follow the target for the outputs, and in principle follow a plan as indicated:

TOR completed
(NVE/MMFJNamPower)
Material on old plans and
necessary maps available
(MMW/NamPower)
NVE group in Namibia
(Stud com leted in Jul )
Namibian Team in Norway
(June conference on run of
river plants)
September, ICH training on
Hydropower &
Environment)
Final report delivered after
scrutinised by
MME/NamPower

''Ail. · a- ure:

-
1)

3)
2)

-
1) The activity in May/June will focus on a workshop in Namibia to highlight the lessons learned from the

Norwegian Master Plan on Hydropower, and by examples from old studied projects in the Kunene
River discuss the use of the NVE cost curves for construction of hydropower plants. All relevant data
and maps acquired. A short fact finding site visit to the Kunene River must be expected. The work on
updating will commence.

2) The visit to Norway in June includes the participation in the conference on run of river schemes in
Trondheim, and options for further discussion of technology and cost experiences by using expertise
from the technical high school in Trondheim. The visit in September includes the participation in the
course: "Hydropower and Environment" organised by ICH Trondheim.

3) The activity in July will continue the updating work and include a visit to the Kunene River to include
some recommendations on alternative studies.
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NORAD/MME ENERGY SECTOR COO PERA TION  -  PLANS FOR 1999/2000/2001
Project no: 4.2.7.1 Name: Hydropower master plan (Hydropower Resource Study)

Objectives:
To update old studies on the Kunene and other perennial rivers in Namibia. The aim is not to present detailed
plans, but by adopting tools and methodologies developed for the Norwegian Master Plan on Hydropower, to
provide information on technical and economic aspects. The environmental and social aspects will be covered by
comparing the schemes to the Epupa and Baynes schemes. The objective is to enhance MME's know-how to be
able to decide on further investigation of the most promising schemes.

Work plan
Main activities/responsible parties
Activity 1: Get access to all filed material at NamPower and establish a working group
(MMFJNamPower/Ministry of Water affairs NVE)
Activity 2: Prepare TOR and find out how MME, NamPower and NVE resources can handle this job.
Activity 3: Do the study, and include on the job training.
Activity 4: Participate in the conference on Run of The River Schemes in Trondheim (Norway), June 1999
Activity 5: Participate in the Hydropower and Environment training course in Trondheim September 1999.
Activity 6: Present the final report to NamPower and MME in an internal workshop
Activity 7: Participate in the Hydropower and Planning training course in Trondheim June 2000

Brief descri tion of work b each art :
MME: MME  participates in the working group, organise for resource persons from Ministry of Water Affairs to
participate and evaluates the work and approves the report

NamPower: NamPower participates in the working group
NVE: NVE assists the working group by own resources or engaged consultant. Responsible for drafting the
reports.
Schedule

Activity Jan.-
June 99

July Aug. Sep. Oct Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr May Jun July-
2000 . Dec 2000

2001

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

·····-

Milestones
Available material collected
Working group established and TOR completed
Study completed
Report from the training courses completed

Outputs/Indicators
TOR, Report from training courses, Study report

External factors/dependency on other factors
The study will concentrate on available material in Namibia, approval by Angola does not seem necessary. The
co-operation with South Africa is good related to schemes in the Orange river.

Revised Budget 1999/indicative budget 2000/2001
1999 2000 2001

MME/NVE advisor
NVE
Consultant
Training course
Total

300,000
450,000
150,000
900,000

100,000
100,000 0
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HYDROPOWER PROJECTS

IN THE LOWER KONENE RIVER

1 Introduction

1.1 General

Appendix 1: Catchment Area of Konene River

The Kunene River originates in the highlands of south western Angola and flows in a southward direction
for a distance of 660 km to Calueque (Upper Kunene), where the river turns westward for some 390 km
before discharging into the Atlantic Ocean (Lower Kunene). This last lenght represents the border
between Angola and Namibia. The catchment area of Kunene is 106 500 km ,of which 92 400 km are in
Angola and 14 100 km in Namibia.

The rainfalls vary over the catchment from 1,3 meters in the upper parts to less than 0, 1 meters per annum
in the lower parts.

The mean annual flow is 52 m'/s at the Gove reservoir in Angola and 160 m'/s at Ruacana. The variation
throughout the year and from year to year is considerable. Periods of drought lasting for several years are
experienced at the Ruacana Hydro Elecric power plant.

1.2 Existing situation in the Kunene River

Powe lants irri ation water su 1

The Ruacana Hydro Electric Power Plant (249 MW) is the main plant at the border of Angola/Namibia,
and is owned by NamPower, Namibia.

Other projects along The Konene River are located in Angola; The Gove regulating dam, The Matala
regulating damand hydro power scheme, and The Calueque regulating dam and pumping scheme,
pumping water for Ovamboland in Namibia.

All these installations were implemented by the former colonial regimes in Angola and Namibia under
agreements between the republic of Portugal and the Union of South Africa; Matala in the 1950s and
Ruacana, Gove and Calueque in the 1970s.

Unfortunately and due to turbulence in the region the Gove damhas not been in operation according to
intension of plans from 1970, when it was build to serve the Ruacana hydropower plant.

The multipurpose use of the Konene River has been regulated under various agreements. Irrigation and
water supply are actual issues here. The mentioned irrigation into Ovamboland is the only element
effectuated to its planned capasity, but without the storage damof Gove completed.

Roads etc.
From the Namibian side it is a very good access to Ruacana (B l/C46). The access roads to Epupa (partly
Baynes) and Marienfloss are gravel surfaced and of various quality only suitable for4x4 cars most of the
year.
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The nearest harbour in Namibia is Walvis Bay.

Angola has the nearest harbour, Namibe, 320  km  from Epupa. The first 75 km from the harbour are tarred
road, while the remainder currently consists of only tracks or even footpaths.

Transmission lines.
The Namibian transmission system extends from Ruacana in the North to the border of the Republic of
South Africa in the South. The main line from Ruacana to Ombura has a voltage of 330 V (522  km,
conductor 2 x 427, Zebra). The other main lines are 220 kVs. There are no lines along the Lower Kunene
River.

On the Angolian side there is no connection between the South and the rest of the country.

Others.
The Lower Konene River catchment area is a typical  rural  area and is mainly populated by the Himbas.
There are also some campsites with various facilities for tourist.

2 Background information
2.1 Available Data/ Assumptions

Appendix 2: Longitudinal section of Konene River including the plants.
Appendix 3: Flow duration curve for Kunene River at Ruacana Falls

General: The planning is based on data from the studies in the sixties and mainly from the
feasibility study for Epupa ( 1996).

In the main alternativ E u a H dro Power Plant is assumed develo ed.

The installations, damheights and waterways are not optimised.

Maps:

Hydrology:

Sediment transport.

Geology:

Seismology:

1:50 000 (1980)

For all plants in Lower Kunene River an average annual runoff of 5.000 Mm?is
used (conf. The Epupa/Baynes Feasibility Study).

The Feasibility study of Epupa assumed a sediment transport of 3 mill. m' pr.
year. This is also used in the different projects when the Epupa-reservoir is not
included. For the alternatives including Epupa most of the sediments are assumed
to be sedimented in the Epupa-reservoir.

The area consists of a relatively old variety of quartzo-feldspatic paragneisse and
grantoid rocks. Mainly unlined tunnels are therefore assumed.

No seismic refraction surveys or exploratory drilling are done at possible plant
sites.
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Simulations: Upstream of Epupa:
The available amount of water for the turbines is estimated to be equal to
Ruacana ( 1985-96) minus evaporation from the new reservoirs. If the Gove
reservoir comes into operation again, the production will increase.

Roads:

Transmission lines:

Cost estimate:

Uncertain factors/
Need for further
investigations:

Downstream of Epupa with Epupa B developed:
The available amount of water for the turbines is estimated to be equal to Epupa
power plant (simulated 1997) minus evaporation from the new reservoirs.

Downstream of Epupa without Epupa: As upstream of Epupa.

The Epupa power plant is assumed built with a new road to the dam and
powerstation. The road is assumed to run from Ruacana, Swartbooisdrif,
Okagwali to Epupa.
Extension of this road is assumed to Ondorusu and Baynes.
Upgrading of the existing road from Okagwali to Otjinhungwa (Marienfluss) is
assumed as access to the Marien plant. The cost of this is shared between Marien,
Hartman,Hombolo and Mcha hydropower plants. (Other users will also benefit
from this upgrading. These are potential mining companies, and commercial
suppliers of food and different devices).
Extension of this road is assumed to Hartman,Hombolo and Mcha (Access from
Angola can also be an alternative for Hombolo and Mcha).

Epupa is assumed developed with a new 440 kV line.
A new transmission line is assumed to be built to Baynes, Marien, Hartman,
Hombolo and Mcha (in addition an extra line from Epupa ought to be built).
Ondorusu and Zebra will be connected to Ruacana.

The cost curves from Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
(NVE), level of costs 2000 are used. An axtra contingency of 15% has been
added to cater for the very remote location of these schemes.

The head- and tailrace tunnels are foreseen to be unlined. A geological study
should be done to confirm this assumtion. This study should also include the
damsites. A profile of the damsite should be taken to reduce the uncertainty.
More detailed mapping of the damsite/plant area is also necessary. Possible
places for concrete aggregates should be investigated.

The energy production should be simulated separately and together with the other
plants to get more exact values.

The costs are based on Norwegian methods and experiences. Even if this will be
an international tender, more local prices should be considered for civil works.
Budget prices for the electro-mechanical equipement and local prices for
concrete, construction etc. should be updated.

Enviromental and socio-economic studies have to be carried out.

Multipurpose aspects ought to be investigated. Especially should the new
infrastructure (roads, lines) be of interest for other stakeholders.
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2.2 References

Lower Cunene Hydro Power Public meeting
Scheme

Epupa Hydropower Scheme Feasibility study

Epupa Hydropower Scheme Prefeasibility study

Cunene Hydro-Power
Potential

Cunene River, Hydro-
Electrical Power Potential of
Lower Cunene River

S. W.A. Water and
Electricity Corporation
PTY LTD

29. Oct. 1997

Namang

Nordpower

Presented by The South
African study Group

Oct. 1996

1993

Department of Water Affairs, 1989
South West Africa/Namibia

1967

3 Alternatives
The described alternatives includes Epupa, and a large dam downstream of Baynes (Marien) if Epupa is
not the first scheme to be developed.

The alternatives also give figures on how the Gove reservoir influence the different individual schemes. In
our summaries we have used the alternative without Gove in operation.

It is assumed that the first hydropower project from and downstream of Epupa must be a large project to
be able to carry the burden of extensive cost for infrastructure development, which is roads and
transmission lines. Therefore in all the estimates we have foreseen that either Epupa or the large Marien is
build first.

The damheights, the capasities, the cross-sections and tailwater-outlets are not optimized.
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4.A Ondorusu Hydro Power Plant

4.A.1 The Schemes main data

Ondorusu h dro wer laot
Total ca acit at mean head
Total ener roduction
Total costs rimo 2000
Unit investment costs

MW
GWh
mill. N$
Ncent/kWh

Without Gove
58
225
711
35

With Gove
62

270
724
30

Annually distributed investment costs plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average annual
production.
10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

4.A.2

Appendix:

4.A.2.1

Project Description

A.1 Map 1:250 000
A.2 Map 1 :50 000
A.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant

Description of the alternative

The dam and powerstation will be located at the Kunene River 40 km downstream of Ruacana. A gross
head of 35 m will be obtained by constructing a 30 m high RCC dam (from surface riverbed to the highest
regulated level, HR WL). The regulation zone will be approx. 10 m, but the waterlevel will mainly be close
toHRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side. Total length of waterways is 3 000 m.

The access to the plant will be by a new road from Ruacana (assumed to be built in connection to Epupa).
The plant will be connected to the grid by a transmission line to Ruacana.

4.A.2.2 Catchment area  - runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? inflow
area /s/km? m?/s mill m'/year

1 Intake = 100 000 160 5 000 *)

*) This value is used for all the alternatives in the Lower Kunene River. This is because the lower
parts have a very low amount of rainfall (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Kunene
River except in the flood periods. Evaporation from the Epupa reservoir is also included.
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4.A.2.3

Name of
Reservoir

Reservoirs

Before re lation
Areaat NWL
NWL
km masl

Gove*)
Ruacana
Ondorusu
Sum

*) Assumed in operation.

Area at
HRWL

km?

24

After re lation
HRWL LRWL

masl masl

760 750

Active reservoir

mill m?

2364
26
144

2534

The RCC dam will be 50 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and have a length of rest of 260 m.
The total volume will be 149 500 m3•

Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the dam axis, ie a very suitable
direction. Cleaning of the rock and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight and stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qos» flood is 3 800 m'/s while the Q ne is 11 000 m'/s.
A spillway-capasity of 5 000 m'/s is used. The dam will accept overtopping for total flow of 11 000 m'ls
without dambreak. (Damage may occure).

4.A.2.4 Waterways

Section (from - to) Type

Inntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Unlined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel
Unlined tunnel

Length, m

550
50

2400

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3 x (D = 4.4 m)

105m

4.A.2.5 Power station

Under ound/o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit *)
Maximum flow
T ofturbine
Number of units
Tailwater
Volta e

m
MW
mis

masl
kV

Ondorusu ower station
Under ound

500
62

210
Francis
3 ual

724
132

The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Ruacana (3 x 68 m'/s ).

4.A.2.6 Peak power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity.
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4.A.2.7 Data on the powerplant (without restrictions)

Ondorusu Power Plant
Without With

Gove Gove

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area
Mean annual inflow
Reservoir volume as % of annual
inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head

km
millm /GWh
mill m 1%

=100 000
5 000/400

170/3

=100 000
5 000/425
2 534/51

Mean ener uivalent
Max flow at mean head
Max ca aci at mean head
Utilization time

3 Ener avera e
Ener roduction, Winter
Ener roduction,Summer
Ener roduction, Annual

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 711
S ific costs N$ /kWh 3.16
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 35

10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

m
kWh/m
mis
MW
hours

33
0.088
210
58

3900

GWh
GWh
GWh 225

35
0.085
210
62

4400

270

4
724
2.68
30

4.A.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from - to)

Ruacana - Ondorusu

T

Assumed the same as to
Eua

Len , km

0
Tem /Permanent

Permanent

Epupa is anticipated built. Without Epupa development a 2 km road must be charged Ondorusu.

4.A.2.9

4.A.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Alternative line work and alternative to line (aggregate)

Section (from-to) Len , km Volta e, kV

Ondorusu - Ruacana n 22
1) Epupa's cost. Epupa is provided built. Without Epupa, 3 km with 22 kV transimission line must be
charged Ondorusu.
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4.A.2.9.2 Transmission Line

Section (from-to) Len , km Volta e, kV
Ondorusu-Ruacana 26 > 132
1) Ondorusu's share. The total length is 40 km, but the Zebra scheme will share the cost.

4.A.2.10 Tele communication

The transmission line will be used.

4.A.2.11 Location of (tunnel) masses

The tunnel masses, transported 650 000 m', will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can beused for road construction or other purposes.

4.A.2.12 Borrow pit  -  mass  -  quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates might be taken from places far away.
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4.A.2.13 Costs

Costs pr 0 1.01.2000 ( 10 % pa interest during construction period)

Ondorusu Power Plant
1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical
5b Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Te o lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Com nsation. Etc.
13 Extra contin enc (15 %
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12y

Total estimate costs

Mill NS
105
16
110
44
60
57
0
10
5
5

35
0

45
16
76
127
711

Specific costs: 3.16 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

j

j

j

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and  5  % for electrical and mechanical work.
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.1 t - 10.1t)- 1,"t" is construction period in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10 %

25 35
40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3 Ncent/kWh

15 %

55
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4.A.3

4.A.3.1

Hydrology, Consequenses

Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (Without the Gove reservoir the
water level has to be lowered before the wet season to reduce spill. Througout the year a small buffer zone
should be held to avoid spill of water). The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approx. 30 km up to
Ruacana.

4.A.3.2 Discharge

If  all the schemes are developed, the whole river will be transferred to a series of lakes.  If  Ondorusu
should be developed separately, the river downstream the dam will mainly appear like today; only a small
increase in discharge in the dry season and a small decrease in the wet season.

4.A.3.3 Flood

There are small problems with floods in the Konene River today. Implementing reservoirs will normally
decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.A.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.A.4.1 Planned compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relative long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Ruacana. Therefore it will always be water in the river downstream the dam.

In the cost estimate 15 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.A.4.2 Possible compensation

If  peak operation is probable, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the
dam may be of interest if there are no other reservoirs imidiately downstream.

4.A.5 Alternatives
The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.
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4.B Zebra Hydro Power Plant

4.B.1 The Scheme main Data

Zebra hydro power plant

Total ca aci at mean head
Total ener roduction
Total cost rimo 2000
Unit investment costs

MW
GWh
mill. N$
Ncent/kWh

Without With Without With
Gove Gove Gove Gove

without without with with
Eua Eua Eu a Eu a

40 42 30 32
145 170 11S 140
606 613 522 534
46 40 49 42

1
> Annually distributed investment costs plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average

annual production.
10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

4.B.2

Appendix:

4.B.2.1

Project Description

B.1 Map 1:250 000
B.2 Map 1:50 000
B.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant

Description of the Alternative

The dam and powerstation will be located at the Konene River 75 km downstream of Ruacana. A gross
head of 18 m will be obtained by constructing a 25 m high RCC dam (from the surface riverbed to the
highest regulated level, HRWL). The regulation zone will be approx. 5 m, but the waterlevel will mainly
be close to HRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side. Total length of waterways is 600 m.

The access to the plant will be by a new road from Swartbooisdrif. The plant will be connected to the grid
by a transmission line to Ondorusu and Ruacana.

4.B.2.2 Catchment Area  -  Runoff

Part of
Catchment
Area

Identification

1 Intake

Area Specific Mean inflow
km? inflow

/s/km? m'/s mill m'/year

= 100 000 160 5 000 *)

*) This value is used for all the projects in the Lower Konene River. This is because the lower parts have a
very low amount of rainfull (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Konene River except in the flood
periods. Evaporation from the Epupa reservoir is also included
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4.B.2.3 Reservoirs

Before re lation After re ation Active reservoir
Name of Area at NL Area at HRWL LRWL
Reservoir NL HRWL

mill m?km? masl km? masl masl

Ondomsu = 0 2 534
Zebra =0 19 724 719 50
Sum 2584

The RCC dam will be 39 m high (from the cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and have a length of 205 m crest.
The total volume will be 67 000 m3•

Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the damaxis, ie a very suitable
direction. Cleaning of the rock and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight and stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qos» flood at Epupa is 3 800 m'/s while the Q is
11 000 m'/s. A spillway capasity of 5 000 m'/s is assumed. The dam will accept overtopping for total flow
on 11 000 m3 /s without dambreak. (Damage may occure ).

4.B.2.4 Waterways

Section (from - to) Type

Inntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Shotcrete lined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel
Canal

Length, m

650
50

200

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3 x (D =4.4 m

150m

4.B.2.5 Power Station

Under ound/o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit *)
Maximum flow
Number of units
Tailwater
T ofturbine
Volta e

Zebra ower station

o n
m
MW
m/s

masl

kV

30
210

3 ual
700-710

Francis
132

The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Ruacana (3 x 68 m Is).

4.B.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity.
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4.B.2.7 Data on the powerplant (without restrictions)

Zebra Power Plant

3 5a
....

s %
s
8 esg ee a 09 a as £ ; 9 a-sE -3=a · o - 3=> Bo a BB a > a

1 H drolo cal data
Catchment area km 100000 100000 100 000 100000
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 5 000n265 5 000/2.80 S 000/210 5000n220
Reservoir volume as % of millm / % 220/4 2 584/52 220/4 2 584/52
annual inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head m 22 23 17 18
Mean ener uivalent kWh/m 0.053 0.056 0.042 0.044

Max flow at mean head mis 210 210 210 210
Max ca aci at mean head MW 40 42 30 32
Utilization time hours 3500 4300 3800 4400

3 Ener avera e
Ener roduction, Winter GWh
Ener roduction, Summer GWh
Ener roduction, Annual GWh 145 170 115 140

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4 4 4 4

Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 606 613 522 534
s ific costs N$/kWh 4.18 3.61 4.53 3.81
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 46 40 49 42

Will increase without Epupa.
2
>10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

Alternatives without Epupa are charged with 27 km roads and 2 km 22 kV transmission lines.

4.B.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from-to)

Swartbooisdrif -Zebra

4.B.2.9

4.B.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Zebra - Ruacana
1 Epupa's cost

T
New

Alternative line work and alternative to line (a e ate)
Section (from-to) Len , km

)

Len , km
25

Te o /Permanent

Permanent

Volta e, kV

22

28.11.00
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4.B.2.9.2 Transmission Line

Section (from-to) Len ht, km
Zebra-Ondorusu 30
Ondorusu-Ruacana 14
1) Zebras share. The total lengh is 40  km,  but Ondorusu will share

Volta e, kV
132
132

4.B.2.10 Tele Communication

The transmission-line will be used.

4.B.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel masses, transported 250 000 m', will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can be used for construction of roads or other purposes.

4.B.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates are possibly to be taken from places far away.
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4.B.2.13 Costs

Costs r O1.01.2000 ( 10% a interest durin construction riod)
Zebra Power Plant

1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station (civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station (electrical)
6 Access roads, Tem or lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc (10% of 1-8)
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Co nsation. etc.**
13 Extra contin enc (15 %
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12)

Total estimate costs
Specific costs: 4.53 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

*
j

j j

Mill NS
55
16
67
21
52
40
24
18
5
5

25
0
33
12
56
93

522

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and mechanical work.
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.1 1 

- 1))/(0.l t) - 1, "t" is constructionperiod in years
"f' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1 - 12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10%
35 49

40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3  Ncent/kWh

15 %
78
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4.B.3 Hydrology, Consquenses

4.B.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (If the Gove reservoir will not be
used, the water level has to be drawn down before the wet season to reduce spill of flood water. Througout
the year a small buffer zone should be held to avoid spill of water. The length of the reservoir at HRWL
will be approx. 25 km up to Ondoruso.

4.B.3.2 Discharge

If all the schemes will be developed, the whole river will be transferred to a serie of lakes. If Zebra is
developed separately, the river downstream the dam will mainly be as today; only a small increase in
discharge in the dry season and a small decrease in the wet season.

4.A.3.3 Flood

There are small problems with floods in the Kunene River today. Implementing reservoirs will normally
decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.B.4

4.B.4.1

Compensated Initiatives

Planned Compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relatively long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Ruacana. Therefore it is assumed that there will always be water in the river downstream the
dam. Small weirs to obtain water surfaces seem then to be of no use.

In the cost estimate 11 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.B.4.2 Possible Compensation

If peak operation is probable, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum water discharge downstream of the
dam may be of interest if there are no reregulation ponds imidiately downstream.

4.B.5 Alternatives
The plant has not been optimised In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.
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4.C

4.C.1

Appendix:

Epupa Hydro Power Plant

4.C.2

Projects

C. l Map 1 250 000
C.2 Map 1 50 000

Data on the powerplant (without restrictions)

Epupa Power Plant

Without
Gove

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area
Mean annual inflow
Reservoir volume

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head

3

4

Mean ener uivalent
Max flow at mean head
Max ca aci at mean head
Utilization time
Ener avera e
Ener roduction, Annual
Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod
Cost estimate rimo 2000
S ific costs

km
mill m /GWh

mill m I%

m
kWh/m

m/s
MW
hours

GWh

ear
mill N$

N$/kWh

=100 000
5 000/2300
8 020 /160

190
0.46
210

340
5 100

1 724

Unit investment costs
Inundated area, HRWL 710: 381 km

? 360 MW at max head.
3
>10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

Ncent/kWh

With Gove

5
3 645
2.11
25

1000000
5 000/2300
10 544/211

190
0.46
210

340
5 100

1 730

5
3 645
2.11
25
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4.D

4.D.1

Appendix:

Baynes Hydro Power Plant

Projects

D.1 Map 1 250 000
D.2 Map 1 50 000
D.3 Longitudinal section of the river with the large Baynes power plant without Epupa

0

4.D.2 Data on the powerplant (without restrictions)

Ba nes ower
HRWL
=510

Without
Eua

With
Eu a

lant
HRWL
=580

Without
Eua

1 H drolo 'cal data
Catchment area km =100 000 =100 000 =100 000
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 5 000/1475 5 000/1 500 5 000/2 300
Reservoir volume millm  /% 405/8 8 205/164 1 800/360

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head m 123 125 190
Mean ener uivalent kWh/m 0.295 0.30 0.46
Max flow at mean head mis 210 210 210
Max ca aci at mean head MW 222 225 335
Utilization time hours 3700 5000 3400

3 Ener avera e
Ener roduction Annual GWh 815 1 120 1147

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4 4 4
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 1890 1 690 3700
s cific costs N$/kWh 2.32 1.51 3.22
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 27 18 36

1) Inundated area, HRWL 510: 15 km, HRWL 580: 49 km
2) 960 GWh with Gove
3) 1 125 GWh with Gove
4) 1 695 GWh with Gove
5) All cost are covered by Baynes
6) 10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/k.Wh.
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4.E Marien Hydro Power Plant

4.E.1 The main Data

Marien h dro wer ]ant Without E u a With E u a
Total ca aci at mean head MW 215 230
Total ener roduction GWh 1 010 1170
Total costs rimo 2000 mill. N$ 2 508 2 304
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 28 23

Annually distributed investment costs plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average
annual production. 10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03
N$/kWh.

4.E.2

Appendix:

4.E.2.1

Project Description

E.1 Small-scale map 1:250 000
E.2 Small-scale map 1:50 000
E.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant
E.4 Longitudinal section of the river with large Marien power plant without Epupa

Description of the Alternative

The dam and power station will be located at the Kunene River 90 km upstream of Foz de Kunene
(Atlantic Ocean). A gross head of 130 m will be obtained by constructing a 140 m high RCC dam (from
surface riverbed to to the highest regulated level, HRWL). The regulation zone will be approx. 50 m, but
mainly the waterlevel will be close to HRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side (alt. Angola). Total length of
waterways is 1 800 m.

The access to the plant will be by a new/upgraded road from Okagwali. The plant will be connected to the
grid by a transmission line to Epupa.

4.E.2.2 Catchment Area  -  Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment Km? inflow
Area Vs/km? m'ts mill m'lyear

1 Intake = 100 000 160 5 000 *)

*) This value is used for all the alternatives in Lower Kunene River. This is because the lower parts have a
very low amount of rainfull (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Kunene River except in the flood
periods. Evaporation from Epupa reservoir is also included
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4.E.2.3 Reservoirs

Before re lation Water surface/head after re lation Active reservoir
Name of Area at NL NL HRWL HRWL LRWL

mill m'Reservoir km? masl Km? masl masl

Baynes/Epupa = 0 8 205
Marien = 19 380 320 738
Sum
MarienLar e 87 460 400 3 520

The sedimentation in the Epupa reservoir is estimated to 3 mill m3 /year. The reservoir will therefore have
a lifetime of more than 2 000 years without flushing. The Marien reservoir will only get sediments from
the local area downstream Epupa.

The RCC dam will be 150 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and 490 m length of crest. The total
volume will be 2,202,300 m3• (An alternative is to place the damaxis 0.5 km downstream to obtain a
shorter access tunnel. More detailed geological investigations have to be done before this alternative can
be selected).

Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the damaxis, ie a very suitable
direction. Excavation and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight and stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qioo%flood is 3 800 m'/s while the Q me is 11 000m'/s.
The spillway has a capacity of 5000 m'/s, but the dam will accept overtopping for total flow on 11 000
m3 /s without dambreak. (Damage may occure ).

4.E.2.4 Waterways

Section (from - to)

lnntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Type

Unlined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel

Unlined tunnel

Length, m

750
100
900

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3 x (D=4.4m)

105m

4.E.2.5 Power Station

Under ound/o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit )
Maximum flow
T ofturbine
Number of units
Tailwater
Volta e

m
MW
mis

masl
kV

Marien ower station

Under ound
700
230
210

Francis
3 e ual

242
330

In addition a 700 m, 25 m tunnel is assumed. (The cables can alternatively be arranged in the access tunnel).
2 The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Epupa (360 MW).
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4.E.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity.

4.E.2.7 Data of the powerplants (without restrictions)

Marien Power Plant
HRWL
=380

Without
Eua

With
Eu a

HRWL
=460

Without
Eua

3

4

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area
Mean annual inflow
Reservoir volume as % of
annual inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head
Mean ener uivalent
Max flow at mean head
Max ca aci at mean head
Utilization time
Ener  ,  avera e
Ener roduction, Winter
Ener roduction,Summer
Ener roduction,Annual
Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod
Cost estimate ri.mo 2000
S ific costs

km
millm /GWh

millm /%

=100 000
5 000/1500

1143/23

=100 000
5 000/1600
8 943/179

=100 000
5 000/1500

3 520r70

m
kWh/m
mis
MW
hours

122
0.30
210
215

4700

130
0.32
210
230

5 100

200
0.485
210
355

5200

GWh
GWh

GWh 1010 1170 1850

ears
mill N$
N$/kWh

Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh
1 970 GWh with Gove in operation
The alternative ''Large Marien hydropower scheme" covers all the cost related to infrastructure
10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh

4
2508
2.48
28

4
2 304
1.97
23

5006
2.71
31

1)
2)
3)

Alternatives without Epupa are charged with 115 km roads and 71 km 22 kV transmission lines.

4.E.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from - to) T
Ofinhun wa - lant New
Okawali-Ofinhun wa U din
1) The share of Marien. The total lenght is 200  km.

Len , km
5

77

Tem /Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
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4.E.2.9

4.E.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Alternative line work and alternative to line (aggregate)

Section (from-to)

Marien-E u a
1) Marien' s share

Len h,km
30?

Volta e, kV

22

4.E.2.9.2 Transmission Line

Distance to existing grid and an assessment of its capacity. Alternative trase.

Section (from-to)

Marien - Ba es
Ba es - excistin · d
1) Marien' s share

Len ht, km
30
183

Volta e, kV

330
330

4.E.2.10 Tele Communication

The transmission line will be used.

4.E.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel masses, transported 500 000 m', will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can be used for construction of roads or other purposes.

4.E.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates might be taken from places far away.
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4.E.2.13 Costs

Costs pr 01.01.2000 (10 % pa interest during construction period)

Marien Power Plant
1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station (electrical)
6 Access roads, Te or lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc (10% of 1-8)
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Co nsation. etc.
13 Extra contin enc (15 %
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12)

Total estimate costs

Mill N$
670
16

104
74
86
147
2

205
5
5
111
0

145
53

247
412

2 304

Specific costs: 1.97 NS/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

j

j j

4 j j

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and mechanical work .
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1-6
Calculation formula:
I= a.051.1'- 1/0.1 t)- 1, "t" is constructionperiod in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1 - 12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10%
17

40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3 Ncent/kWh

23
15 %

36
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4.E.3 Hydrology

4.E.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year.  (If  the Epupa reservoir is not
implemented, the water level has to be lowered before the wet season to reduce spill of water. Througout
the year a small buffer zone should be held to avoid spill of water). The length of the reservoir at HRWL
will be approx. 50 km up to Baynes.
4.E.3.2 Discharge

If  all the schemes are developed, the whole river will be transferred ot a combination of lakes.  If  Marien
will be developed separately, the river downstream the dam will be mainly like today. Only a small
increase in discharge in the dry season and a small decrease in the wet season will occur.

4.E.3.3 Flood

There are small problems with floods in the Konene River today. Implementing reservoirs will normally
decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.E.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.E.4.1 Planned Compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relative long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Epupa. Therefore it is assumed that there will always be water in the river downstream the dam.
Small weirs to obtain a water surface seem then to be of no use.

In the cost estimate 52 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.E.4.2 Possible Compensation

If  peak operation is probable, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum water discharge downstream the
dam may be of interest if there is no reservoirs downstream the dam.

4.E.5 Alternatives
The plant has not been optimised In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.
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4.F Hartman Hydro Power Plant

4.F.1 The Schemes main Data

Hartman h dro wer lant Without E u a With E u a

Total ca aci at mean head MW 118 125
Total ener roduction GWh 460 630
Total costs rimo 2000 mill. N$ I 328 1 214
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 33 23

Annually distributed investment costs plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average
annual production. 10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03
N$/kWh.

4.F.2

Appendix:

4.F.2.1

Project Description

F.l Map 1:250 000
F.2 Map 1:50 000
F.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant

Description of the Alternative

The dam and power station will be located at the Kunene River 70 km upstream of Foz de Kunene by the
Atlantic Ocean and 20 km downstream Marienfluss. A gross head of 70 m will be obtained by
constructing a 65 m high RCC dam (from surface riverbed to to the highest regulated level, HRWL). The
regulation zone will be approx. 20 m, but mainly the waterlevel will be close to HRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side (alt. Angola). The total length of
waterways is 2 900 m.

The access to the plant will be by a new road from Marienfluss. The plant will be connected to the grid by
a transmission line to Epupa.

4.F.2.2 Catchment Area  -  Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? inflow
area IVs/km? M°Is mill m'/year

1 Intake = 100 000 160 5 000 ?

P This value is used for all the alternatives in Lower Kunene River. This is because the lower parts have a
very low amount of rainfull (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Konene River except in the flood
periods. Evaporation from Epupa reservoir is also included.
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4.F.2.3 Reservoirs

Before re lation After re lation Active reservoir
Name of Area at NWL Area at HR WL LRWL
Reservoir NWL HRWL

mill m?km? masl km? masl masl

Sum 0 8 943
upstream
withE u a
Hartman =0 180 15 242 220 201
Sum 9144

The sedimentation in the Epupa reservoir is estimated to 3 mill m3 /year. The reservoir will therefore last
for more than 2 000 years without flushing. The Hartman reservoir will get sediments from Marienfluss.
Arrangement for flushing is therefore estimated.

The RCC dam will be 82 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and have a 330 m length of crest. The
total volume will be 442 000 m3• Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the
damaxis, ie a very suitable direction. Excavation and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight and
stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qio% flood is 3 800 m'/s while the Q n- is 11 000m'/s.
The spillway has a capacity of 5 000 m'/s, but the dam will accept overtopping for total flow on 11 000
m'/s without dambreak. (Damage may occure).

4.F.2.4 Waterways

Section (from-to)

lnntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Type

Unlined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel

Unlined tunnel

Length, m

350
70

2400

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3 X (D =4.4m)

105m

4.F.2.5 Power Station

Under ound/o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit *)
Maximum flow
T ofturbine
Number of units

m
MW
mis

Hartman ower station
Under ound

400
125
210

Francis
3 ual

170
330

Tail water masl
Volta e kV

The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Epupa (360 MW).
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4.F.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity.
4.F.2.7 Data of the powerplants (without restrictions)

Hartman Power Plant
Without With
Eua Eu a

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area km =100 000 =100 000
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 5 000/790 5 000/850
Reservoir volume as % of annual mill m / % 1344/27 9144/183
inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head m 65 70
Mean ener uivalent kWh/m 0.16 0.17
Max flow at mean head m/s 210 210
Max ca aci at mean head MW 118 125
Utilization time hours 3900 5 000

3 Ener avera e
Ener roduction, Winter GWh
Ener roduction,Summer GWh
Ener roduction, Annual GWh 460 630

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4 4
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N 1328 1 214
s ific costs N$/kWh 2.89 1.93
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 33 23

1) 540 GWh with Gove
2) 635 GWh with Gove
3) 10 % discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh.

Alternatives without Epupa are charged with 67 km roads and 43 km 22 kV transmission lines.

4.F.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from-to)

Otjinhungwa -
Hartman
Okawali-Ot · inhun wa U din
1) The share of Hartman. The total lenght is 20 km.
1) The share of Hartman. The total lenght is 200 km.

T
New

Len , km
7

41

Tem r /Permanent
Permanent

Permanent
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4.F.2.9

4.F.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Alternative line work and alternative to line (aggregate)

Section (from-to)

Hartman - E u a
Hartman's share

Len ,km
22 I)

Volta e, kV

22

4.F.2.9.2 Transmission Line

Distance to existing grid and an assessment of its capacity. Alternative trase.

Section (from-to)

Hartman - Marien
Marien excistin · d
Hartman's share

Len ht, km
22 l)

100

Volta e, kV

132
330

4.F.2.10 Tele Communication

The transmission line will be used.

4.F.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel masses, transported 600 000 m', will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can be used for construction of roads or other purposes.

4.F.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates might be taken from places far away.
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4.F.2.13 Costs

Costs r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction riod)
Hartman Power Plant

1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station (civil works)
Sa Power station (mechanical)
Sb Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Te o lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc (10% of 1-8)
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Com nsation. etc,
13 Extra contin enc (15 %6
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12

Total estimate costs

Mill N$
212
16
111
54
81
99
19
105
5
5

56
0
76
28
130
217

1214

Specific costs: 1.93 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

*
j

ij j j

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and mechanical work.
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.1 t - 1))/(0.1 t) - 1,"e' is constructionperiod in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10 %

17 23
40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3 Ncent/kWh

15 %

35
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4.F.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

4.F.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (ff the Epupa reservoir is not
realized, the water level has to be lowered before the wet season to reduce the spill. Througout the year a
small buffer zone should be held to avoid spill of water). The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be
approx. 20 km up to Marienfluss.

4.F3.2 Discharge

ff all the schemes will be developed, the whole river will be a stepped river. ff Hartman is developed
separately, the river downstream the dam will mainly be like today. Only a small increase in discharge in
the dry season and a small decrease in the wet season will occur.

4.F.3.3 Flood

There are small/no problems with floods in the Kunene River today. Implementing reservoirs will
normally decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.F.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.F.4.1 Planned Compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relative long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Epupa. Therefore it is assumed that there will always be water in the river downstream the dam.
Small weirs to obtain watermirror seem then to be of no use.

In the cost estimate 28 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.F.4.2 Possible Compensation

ff peak operation is actual, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the dam
may be of interest if there is no reservoirs downstream.

4.F.5 Alternatives
The plant has not been optimised In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.
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4.G Hombolo Hydro Power Plant

4.G.1 The main Data

Hombolo h dro ower lant Without E u a With E u a
Totalca aci at mean head MW 167 170
Total ener roduction GWh 635 855
Total costs rimo 2000 mill. N$ 1 763 1 544
Unit investment costs Ncent/k.Wh 31 21

Annually distributed investment costs plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average
annual production. 7% discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03
N$/kWh.

4.G.2

Appendix:

4.G.2.1

Projects

G.l Mapl:250000
G.2 Map 1:50 000
G.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant

Description of the Alternative

The dam and power station will be located at the Konene River 40 km upstream of Foz de Konene by the
Atlantic Ocean. A gross head of 95 m will be obtained by constructing a 90 m high RCC dam (from
surface riverbed to to the highest regulated level, HRWL). The regulation zone will be approx. 20 m, but
mainly the waterlevel will be close to HRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side (or the Angolian side). Total length of
waterways is 2 600 m.

The access to the plant will be by a new road from  Hartman - Marien. The plant will be connected to the
grid by a transmission line to Marien and Epupa.

4.G.2.2 Catchment Area  -  Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? inflow
area IVs/km? m'ls mill m'/year

1 Intake = 100 000 160 5 000 *)

*) This value is used for all the alternatives in Lower Konene River. This is because the lower parts have a
very low amount of rainfull (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Konene River except in the flood
periods. Evaporation from the Epupa reservoir is also included
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4.G.2.3 Reservoirs

Before re lation After re lation Active reservoir
Name of Area at NL Area at HRWL LRWL
Reservoir NL HRWL

mill m?km? masl km? masl masl

Upstream =0 9144
Hombolo = 0 180 15 170 150 129
Sum 9273

The sedimentation in the Epupa reservoir is estimated to 3 mill m3 /year. The reservoir will therefore last
for more than 2 000 years without flushing. The Hombolo reservoir will get sediments from areas
downstream Hartmann/Marien. Arrangement for flushing is therefore estimated.

The RCC dam will be 100 m high (from excavated damfoot to HRWL) and 525 m length of crest. The
total volume will be 746 200 m3• Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the
damaxis, ie a very suitable direction. Cleaning of the rock and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight
and stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qi% flood is 3 800 m'/s while the Q rs is 11 000m'/s.
The spillway has a capacity of 5 000 m'/s, but the dam will accept overtopping for total flow on 11 000
m'/s without dambreak. (Damage may occure).

4.G.2.4 Waterways

Section (from-to)

Inntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Type

Unlined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel

Unlined tunnel

Length, m

500
80

2000

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3 X (D = 4.4 m)

105m

4.G.2.5 Power Station

Under ound/o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit *)
Maximum flow
T ofturbine
Number of units
Tail water masl
Volta e kV

The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Epupa (360 MW).

m
MW
mis

Hombolo ower station
Under ound

780
170
210

Francis
3 e ual

70
330

4.G.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity.
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4.G.2.7 Data of the powerplants (without restrictions)

Hombolo Power Plant
Without With
Eua Eu a

1 H drolo cal data
Catchment area km =100 000 =100 000
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 5 000/1125 5 000/1 150
Reservoir volume as % of annual millm /% 1473/29 9 273/185
inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head m 93 95
Mean ener uivalent kWh/m 0.225 0.23
Max flow at mean head mis 210 210
Max ca aci at mean head MW 167 170
Utilization time hours 3 800 S100

3 Ene avera e
Ener roduction, Winter GWh
Ener roduction, Summer GWh
Ener roduction, Annual GWh 635 855

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4 4
Costs estimate rimo 2000 millN$ 1 763 1 544
s ific costs N$/kWh 2.78 1.80
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 31 21

1) 735 GWh with Gove
2) 860 GWH also with Gove
3) 10 % discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh

Alternatives without Epupa are charged with 113 km roads and 80 km 22 kV transmission lines.

4.G.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from- to) T
Hombolo-Hartma.n New
Hartman-Ot 'inhun a New
Okawali-Ot inhun a U din
1) The share of Hombolo. The total lenght is 35 km.
1) The share of Hombolo. The total lenght is 20 km.
2) The share ofHombolo. The total lenght is 200  km.

Len , km
20
9

56

Tem r /Permanent

Permanent
Permanent
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4.G.2.9

4.G.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Alternative line work and alternative to line (aggregate).

Section (from-to)
HomboloE u a

Hombolo' s share

Len , km
52

Volta e, kV

22

4.G.2.9.2 Transmission Line

Distance to existing grid and an assessment of its capacity. Alternative trase.

Section (from-to)

Hombolo - Marien
Marien - excistin d

Hombolo's share

Len ,km

52
136

Volta e, kV

132
330

4.G.2.10 Tele Communication

Type of communication.

4.G.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel masses, transported 600 000 m', will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can be used for construction of roads or other purposes.

4.G.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates might be taken from places far away.
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4.G..2.13 Costs

Costs pr 0 1.01.2000 (10 % pa interest during construction period)

Hombolo Power Station
1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
Sa Power station (mechanical)
Sb Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Te or lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc (10% of 1-8)
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Co nsation. etc.
13 Extra contin enc (15 %6
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12)

Total estimate costs

Specific costs: 1.80 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

Mill N$
310
16

110
64
71
116
49
152
5
5
72
0

97
36
165
276

1 544

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and mechanical work.
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.1 1 

- 1/0.1 t)- 1, "t" is construction period in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10 %

16
40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3 Ncent/kWh

21
15 %
33
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4.G.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

4.G.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year.  (If  the Epupa reservoir will not be
realized, the water level has to be drawn down before the wet season to reduce the spill. Througout the
year a small buffer zone should be held to avoid spill of water). The length of the reservoir at HRWL will
be approx. 30 km up to Hartman.

4.G.3.2 Discharge

If  all the schemes are developed, the whole river transferred to a series of lakes.  If  Hombolo is developed
separately, the river downstream the dam will mainly be as today; only a small increase in discharge in the
dry season and a small decrease in the wet season.

4.G.3.3 Flood

There are small/no problems with floods in the Konene River today. Implementing reservoirs will
normally decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.G.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.G.4.1 Planned Compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relative long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Epupa. Therefore it is assumed that there will always be water in the river downstream the dam.
Small weirs to obtain watermirror seem then to be of no use.

In the cost estimate 37 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.G.4.2 Possible Compensation

If  peak operation is probable, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the
dam may be of interest if there are no reservoirs imidiately downstream.

4.G.5 Alternatives
The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.
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4.H Mcha Hydro Power Plant

4.H.1 The Schemes main Data

Mcha h dro wer laot Without E u a With E u a
Total ca aci at mean head MW 78 80
Total ener roduction GWh 295 410
Total costs r rimo 2000 mill. N$ 1 094 922
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 41 26

Annually distributed investment cost plus costs of operation and maintenance divided by the average
annual production. 10 % discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03
N$/kWh.

4.H.2
Appendix:

4.H.2.1

Project Description
H.1 Map 1:250000
H.2 Map 1:50 000
H.3 Longitudinal section of the power plant

Description of the Alternative

The dam and power station will be located at the Konene River 15 km upstream of Foz de Konene by the
Atlantic Ocean. A gross head of 45 m will be obtained by constructing a 45 m high RCC dam (from
surface riverbed to to the highest regulated level, HRWL). The regulation zone will be approx. 10 m, but
mainly the waterlevel will beclose to HRWL.

The power plant will be located underground on the Namibian side (alt. Angola). Total length of
waterways is 1 700  m.

The access to the plant will be by a new road from Hombolo (alt. Angola). The plant will be connected to
the grid by a transmission line to Marien and Epupa.(Angola?)

4.H.2.2 Catchment Area  -  Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? inflow
area IVs/km? m'ts mill m'/year

1 Intake = 100 000 160 5 000 *)

This value is used for all the alternatives in Lower Konene River. This is because the lower parts have a
very low amount of rainfull (desert), and this water will hardly reach the Konene River except in the flood
periods. Evaporation from the Epupa reservoir is also included.
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4.H.2.3 Reservoirs

Name of
Reservoir

Before re Iation After re Iation Active reservoir
Area at NWL Area at HRWL LRWL
NWL HRWL

mill m?km? masl km? masl masl

=0 9 273

=0 180 15 55 45 65
9 338

Upstream
Mcha
Sum

The sedimentation in the Epupa reservoir is estimated to 3 mill m? /year. The reservoir will therefore last
for more than 2 000 years without flushing. The Mcha reservoir will get sediments from Marien and the
desert surroundings. Arrangement for flushing is therefore assumed.

The RCC dam will be 55 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and have a 400 m length of crest. The
total volume will be 167 100 m'. Rock is exposed at the damsite. The stratified rock goes parallell to the
damaxis, ie a very suitable direction. Cleaning of the rock and grouting is necessary to obtain a watertight
and stable damfoot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and bottom outlet. It is
assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway will be fixed with free overflow. There will be no gates because of concern about their
correct operation particulary in the long term. The Qoo%flood is 3 800 m/s while the Q n is 11 000m'/s.
The spillway has a capacity of 5 000 m3/s, but the dam will accept overtopping for total flow on 11 000
m3 /s without dambreak. (Damage may occure ).

4.H.2.4 Waterways

Section (from - to)

Inntake - cone
Cone - turbine
Station-outlet tailwat.

Type

Unlined tunnel
Steel/concrete shaft/tunnel

Unlined tunnel

Length, m

1400
50

250

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

105m
3x (D=4.4m)

105m

4.H.2.5 Power Station

Mcha ower station

Under ound/o n owerhouse Under ound
Access tunnel m 300
Ca asi ) MW 80
Maximum flow mis 210
T of turbine Francis
Number of units 3 e ual
Tail water masl 8
Volta e kV 330

The capacity of the plant is based on the installation in Epupa (360 MW). The plant will be located in a
desert area with fly sand.
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4.H.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity

4.H.2.7 Data of the powerplants (without restrictions)

Mcha Power Plant
Without With
Eua Eu a

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area km =100 000 =100 000
Mean annual inflow mill m /GWh 5 000/540 5 000/550
Reservoir volume as % of annual mill m / % 1538/31 9 338/187
inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head m 44 45
Mean ener uivalent kWh/m 0.108 0.11
Max flow at mean head mis 210 210
Max ca acit at mean head MW 78 80
Utilization time hours 3 800 5100

3 Ener avera e
Ener roduction, Winter GWh
Ener roduction, Summer GWh
Ener roduction, Annual GWh 295 410

4 Costs estimate/Econom
Construction riod ear 4 4
Costs estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 1094 922
s ific costs N$/kWh 3.71 2.25
Unit investment costs Ncent/kWh 41 26

1) 350 GWh with Gove
2) 410 GWh also with Gove
3) 10 % discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operating costs 0.03 N$/kWh

Alternatives without Epupa are charged with 88 km roads and 69 km 22 kV transmission lines.

4.H.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from - to) T

Mcha-Hombolo New
Hombolo-Hartman New
Hartman-Ot 'inhun a New
Okawali-Ot'inhun a U din
1) The share of Hombolo. The total lenght is 35 km.
2) The share of Hombolo. The total lenght is 20 km.
4) The share ofHombolo. The total lenght is 200 km.

Access from Angola can be an alternative.

Len ,  km
35

15
4
26

Te or /Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
Permanent
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4.H.2.9

4.H.2.9.1

Grid

Temporary Line

Alternative line work and alternative to line (aggregate)

Section (from-to)

Mcha-E u a
Mcha's share - (Alt. to Angola).

4.H.2.9.2

Len h,km
54?

Volta e, kV

22

Transmission Line

Section (from-to)

Mcha-Marien
Marien - excistin · d
Mchas share.

Len ht, km

54'
64

Volta e, kV
132
330

4.H.2.10 Tele Communication

The transmission line will be used.

4.H.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel masses, transported 500 000 m3, will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the
masses can be used for construction of roads or other purposes.

4.H.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

The aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbourhood. Some
aggregates might be taken from places far away.
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4.H ..2.13 Costs

Costs 0 1.01.2000 ( 10% a interest durin construction riod)
Mcha Power Plant

1 Reservoir, dam wall cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil work)
Sa Power station (mechanical)
Sb Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Te lines, Trans rtation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca desi
9 Contin enc (10% of 1-8)
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration (% of 1-9)*
12 Com nsation. etc,
13 Extra contin enc (15 %6
14 Financin costs (I of 1-12)***

Total estimate costs

Mill N$
109
16
71
45
63
69
69
83
5
5

42
0
58
21
99
165
922

Specific costs: 2.25 N$/k.Wh

Based on mean annual production.

•
j

j j j

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and mechanical work .
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I = (1.05(1.1 t - 1 ))/(0.1 t) - 1, "t" is construction period in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment costs with different discount rate (Ncent/k.Wh):
7% 10%

19 26
40 years lifetime
Annual maintenance/operating costs 3 Ncent/kWh

15 %

40
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4.H.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

4.H.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HR WL most of the year.  (If  the Epupa reservoir is realized,
the water level has to be lowered before the wet season to reduce the spill. Througout the year a small
buffer zone should be held to avoid spill of water). The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approx.
xxkm.

4.H.3.2 Discharge

The river downstream the dam will mainly be like today; only a small increase in discharge in the dry
season and a small decrease in the wet season will occur.

4.H.3.3 Flood

There are small/no problems with floods in the Konene River today. Implementing reservoirs will
normally decrease the average floods, but in this case the effect will be small.

4.H.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.H.4.1 Planned Compensation

Resettlement for affected people is included in the costs.

With the relative long utilization time the plant has to be in operation nearly all the year and will mainly
operate as Epupa. Therefoe it is assumed that it always will be water in the river downstream the dam.
Small weirs to obtain watermirror seem then to be of no use.

In the cost estimate 21 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.H.4.2 Possible Compensation

If  peak operation is actual, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the dam
may be of interest.

4.H.5 Alternatives

The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative
heads, capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.

28.11.00
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KUNENE RIVER
LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT
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KLINENE RIVER
FLOW DURATION CURVE AT RUACANA FALLS
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KUNENE RIVER
LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT

WITH LARGE BA YNES, (WITHOUT EPUPA B)
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HYDROPOWER PROJECTS
IN THE ORANGE RIVER

1 Introduction

1.1 General

The Orange River (known as Oranje in South Africa) originates in the highlands of South Africa and
Lesotho.The river flows in a western direction through RSA and as a boundary river until it reach the
Atlantic Ocean at Oranjemund / Alexander bay. The mean flow is 117 m3/s at Vioolsdrif, Noordoewer.

1.2 Existing situation in the Orange River

Powe lants irri ation water su 1
Over many decades reservoirs and hydropower plants have been constructed along the river in South
Africa, and during the recent years reservoirs are established in Lesotho. The reservoirs are used for
hydropower, water supply and irrigation purposes.

Roads etc.
Some major roads cross the Orange River. Secondary roads are also located at the river banks.

Transmission lines
400 kV and 200 kV transmission lines from South Africa cross the river upstream of Noordoewer. In
addition there are some local low voltage lines.

1.3 Summary of the main findings on technical/economical data for the
schemes

Hydro Power Plants
in Oran e River

Total ca acit
Total ener roduction
Total cost r rimo 2000
Unit investmentcost '

1) Annually distrubated investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the average annual production.IO
% rate discount, 40 year lifetime. annual maintainence/operating cosr 0.03 N$/kWh.

2) This dam is planned for irrigation. If the power production cover 30 % of the damcost, the unit investment cost is 22
Ncent/kWh.

Onseep Onseep Vioolsdrif Aussen Vioolsdrif
Alt. A Alt. B kehr Lare Dam

MW 15 29 3,7 30 44
GWh 76 151 19 155 227
mill. N$ 204 380 46 333 903
Ncent/kWh 30 29 28 25 44 )

19.12.00
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2 Available Data/ Assumptions

General: The planning is based on hydrological data from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Water Affairs (Namibia), new maps in scale
1 :50 000 and recent visit to the actual sites.

Maps: I: 50 000 ( 1972)

Hydrology: For all alternatives an average annual runoff of 3 700 mill.m3 is used.

Sediment transport: No data on sediment transport is found, but has to be taken into consideration.
Therefore Flushing-arrangements are assumed.

Geology: NA

Seismology: No seismic investigations are done at possible plant sites.

Simulations: No EDB-based simulation is done. The calculation of the energy-production is
based on flow-duration and capacity curves. These are made based on data from the
Vioolsdrif gauging station.
The use of reservoirs in the catchment area have regulated the river, and thereby
changed the river flow and the fluctuation as shown by historical hydrology data.
This can also mean higher energy production compared to our use of historical
hydrology data.

Cost estimate: The cost curves from Norwegian Water Resourses and Energy Directorate (NVE)
are used. The level of costs is primo 2000.

Uncertain factors/
Need for further
investigations: The flow-duration curve based on the situation today in the river should be

constructed.
Profiles of the actual damsites should be taken and also some seismic refraction
surveys.
The actual masl should be chequed both upstreams and downstream the actual
damsites during the year.
Budget prices for the electro-mechanical equipement and local prices for concrete,
construction etc. should be updated. Possible places for aggregates for production
of the concrete ought to be investigated.
Environmental and socio-economic studies have to be carried out.
Multipurpose aspects ought to be investigated. The development of hydropower
should introduce benefits and not constraints to the vast irrigation projects along the
river.

30.11.00
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3 Onseep Hydro Power Plant

3.1 The Scheme's main Data

Onsee h dro ower lant Alt. A Alt. B

Total ca acit at mean head MW 15 29
Total ener rocluction GWh 76 151
Total cost rimo 2000 mill. N$ 204 380
Unit investment cost > Ncent/kWh 30 29

1) Annually distrubated investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the average annual production.
10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

3.2 Project Description

Appendix: 3.1 Map 1:250 000
3.2(A/B) Maps 1:50 000, Alt A and B
3.3 (A/B) Longitudinal section of the power plant alternatives, alt A and B

3.2.1 Description of Alternative A

The weir and power station will be located in the Orange River at the Orange Falls close to Onseepcans. A
gross head of 20 mis obtained by constructing a 8 m high and 300 m long weir from surface riverbed to to
the highest regulated level (HRWL). It will be located 15km downstream of Onseepcans. The regulation
zone will be approximately 2 m, but normally the water level will be close to HRWL.

The power station will be located at the outlet in the river. Total length of the waterway is 0,8 km.

The access to the plant will be from the existing road to Onseed (Alt. from the Namibian side). The plant
will be connected to the local grid by a short transmission line.

3.2.2 Description of Alternative B

The alternative is simular to alt. A, but the weir-/dam height will higher. It will be 25 m high and the
lenght will be 580 m.

The power station will be located in the same place as in alt.A. Total length of the waterway is 1,3 km.

30.11.00
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3.2.3 Catchment Area - Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? runoff

Area I/s/km? m'/s mill m'/year

1 Orange at 117 3 700
Vioolsdrif

3.2.4 Reservoirs

Alternative Name of Before regulation After regulation Active
Reservoir Reservoir

Area at NWL Area at HRWL LRWL
NWL masl HRWL Masi masl mill. m'
km? km?

A Onsee 332 0.2 320 318 ~O
B Onsee 335 4.2 340 338 8

The transport of sediments in the river is unknown, but arrangement for flushing is assumed.
A gravity-concrete weir/ dam is assumed (rockfill can be used as an alternative at both sides).

Alt A:
The weir will be 11 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and the crest 300 m long. The total volume
of concrete will be 11 000 m?.

Alt. B:
The dam wall will be 30 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRL) and 580 m length of crest. The total
volume of concrete will be 117 000 m3•

Rock is exposed at the damsites. Some excavation and grouting are necassary to obtain a watertight and
stable damf oot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and gates. If the
headrace tunnel (canal) is constructed first, it is also possible to use this for diversion during construction.
It is assumed that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway is calculated as a fixed concrete weir. The alternative could be fixed labyrinth weir or with
inflatable rubber gates.

30.11.00
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3.2.5 Waterways

Section (from- to)

Intake-cone
Cone-turbine
Inntake -- turbine
Cone-turbine

Type

Canal
Steel (GUP)
Canal (tunnel)
Steel (GUP)

Length, m Cross-section Alternative
(m? )

Diameter (m)

500 100m A
300 2 X 3.7 m A
800 100m B
500 2 X 3.7 m B

3.2.6 Power Station

The station will be located downstream of the Orange Falls on the left bank in both alternatives.

Alt. A Alt. B
Under ound/ o en owerhouse 0  en 0 n
Access tunnel M None None
Ca asit MW 15 29
Maximum flow mis 88 88
T e of turbine 1) Ka Ian Ka Ian
Number of units 2 2
Tailwater Masi 318 318
Volta e KV 66 66

1) Francis can also be used

3.2.7 Peak Power

The future value of peak power can give a higher optimum turbine capacity.

30.11.00
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3.2.8 Data on the powerplant

1

2

3

4

Onsee H dro Power Plant
Alt. A Alt. B

H drolo ical data
Catchment area km
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 3 700 / 178 3 700 / 351
Reservoir volume mill m / %
Power Station data
Mean oss head m 20 40
Mean ener e uivalent kWh/m 0.048 0.095
Max flow at mean head mis 88 88
Max ca acit at mean head MW 15 29
Utilization time hours 5 100 5 200
Ener ,  avera e
Ener roduction annual GWh 1) 76 151
Cost estimate/Econom
Construction eriod ear 3 3
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 204 380
S ecific cost N$/kWh 2.68 2.52
Unit investment cost Ncent/kWh 2) 30 29

1) The energy production can be higher if the new reservoirs is taken in consideration
2) 10 % rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/ operating cost 0.03 NS/kWh.

3.2.9 Access roads

Section (from- to)
Exist. Road-station
Exist. Road-dam/weir

T e

U ad./new tarred road
Gravel/surfaced

Len h, km
5
9

Tem or /Permanent
Permanent

Parti ermanent

3.2.10 Grid

The powerplant will be located close to the existing grid. This will beused during the construction-period.

Section (from-to)

Powerstation - · d

Lenght, km

2

Voltage, kV

33

Capacity existing transmission line
(assumed)

MW

3.2.11 Tele Communication

Local grid will beused.

30.11.00
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3.2.12 Costs

Costs (mill N$) r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction eriod)
Onseep
Alt. A

1 Reservoir, weir cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Trans ortation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca e desi , etc.
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration)*
12 Com ensation. etc.**
13 Financin costs (I of 1-12)***

Total estimate cost
1) Included in reservoir costs.

30

24
12
32
35
4
1
4
1

11
0
16
6
28
204

Onseep Alt.
B

97

39
16
51
51
4
1
4
1

22
0
29
10
52
380

Specific cost: Alt A: 2.68 N$/kWh
Alt. B: 2.52 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

*

**
***

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil works and 5 % for electrical and
mechanical works.
If uncertain, then 4% of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.10 t - 1/0.10t)- 1, "t" is construction period in years
'T' is multiplied with the sum of 1 - 12

Unit investment cost with different rate discount (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10%

Alt. A 22 30
Alt. B 21 29
40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operation cost 3 Ncent/kWh

15%
46
44

30.11.00
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3.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

3.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (If peak-power is needed, 1-2 m
fluctuation can be actuall.
The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approximately?? km in alt. A and?? km in alt. B.
The surface area at HRWL is 0.2 km in alt. A and 4.2 km in alt. B.

3.3.2 Discharge

The capasity of the plant is 75 % of Q ea, which means that the water flow in the falls only will be
visually affected during the dry periods.

3.3.3 Flood

Implementing the reservoir will not make any influence on the floods or waterlevel downstream.
Upstreams a certain backwater will occur.

3.4 Compensated Initiatives

3.4.1 Planned Compensation

With the long utilization time and marginal reservoir the plant has to be in operation all the year.
Therefore it will always be water in the river downstream of the dam. Compensation for loss of water is
therefore not an issue.

3.4.2 Possible Compensation

If peak operation is actual, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the dam
will be expected.

In the cost estimate 5 mill N$ for alt A, and 9 mill N$ for alt B is assumed to be used for compensation.

3.5 Alternatives

The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative heads,
capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.

30.11.00
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4 Vioolsdrif Hydro Power Plant

4.1 The main Data

Vioolsdrif h dro ower lant

Total ca acit at mean head MW 3,7
Total ener roduction GWh 19
Total cost rimo 2000 mill. N$ 46
Unit investment cost Ncent/kWh 28

I) Annually distrubated investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the average annual production.
10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

4.2 Project Description

Appendix: 4.1 Map 1 :250 000
4.2 Map 1 :50 000

4.2.1 Description of the plant

The weir and power station will be located at the Orange River 10 km upstream Vioolsdrif. A gross head
of approximately 5 m is obtained by increasing the damheight of an existing irrigation weir with 2 m. The
regulation zone will be approximately 0,5 m, but mainly the waterlevel will be close to HRWL.

The power station will be built close to the dam wall.

The access to the plant will be from the existing road. The plant will be connected to the local grid by a
short transmission line.

4.2.2 Catchment Area - Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? runoff

Area I/s/km? m?/ts mill m'/year

1 Orange at ::::: 117 3 700
Vioolsdrif

30.11.00
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4.2.3 Reservoirs

Name of
Reservoir

Vioolsdrif

Before re ulation
Area at Exist.L
NWL masl
km?

175

After re ulation
Area at HRWL HRWL LRWL

km? masl masl

177 176,5

Active Reservoir

mill. m'

0

The transport of sediments in the river is unknown, but arrangement for flushing is assumed.
A gravity-concrete weir/ dam is assumed (rockfill can be used as an alternative at both sides).

The enlarging of the existing weir will be 2 m high (from top existing weir to HRWL) and 400 m length of
crest. The total volume of the dam wall will be 6 400 m3•

The spillway are assumed to be fixed in addition to a small gate (alternatives will be gated spillways).

4.2.4 Waterways

Section (from- to)

Intake-turbine

Type Length, m

Steel 10

Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

2 X 3.7 m

4.2.5 Power Station

The station will be located in connection to the dam.

Under ound / o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit
Maximum flow
T e of turbine
Number of units
Tailwater
Volta e

m
MW
mis

masl
kV

Power stat i on
0  en
None

3,7
88

Ka Ian
2

115
33

4.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity

30.11.00
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4.2.7 Data of the powerplant

Vioolsdrif H dro Power Plant

1 H drolo ical data
Catchment area
Mean annual inflow
Reservoir volume

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head
Mean ener e uivalent
Max flow at mean head
Max ca acit at mean head
Utilization time

3 Ener  ,  avera e
Ener roduction, firm
Ener roduction, su lus
Ener roduction annual

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction eriod
Cost estimate rimo 2000
S cific cost
Unit investmentcost

km
Millm /GWh
mill m / %

m
kWh/m
mis
MW
hours

3 700 / 45
I

5
0.012
88
3.7

5 200

GWh
GWh
GWh 1)

ear
mill N$
N$/kWh
Ncent/kWh 2)

19

1.5
46

2.41
28

I) The energy will be higher if the new reservoirs is taken in consideration
2) 10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/ operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

4.2.8 Access Roads

Existing roads will be used.

4.2.9 Grid

The powerplant will be located close to the existing grid.

30.11.00
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4.2.10 Costs

Costs (mill N$) r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction eriod)

1 Reservoir, weir cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station (electrical)
6 Access roads, Tem or lines, Trans ortation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . W orksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca e desi
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration)*
12 Com ensation. etc.**
13 Financin costs (I of 1-12)***

Total estimate cost
1) Included in reservoir costs.

Vioolsdrif
14

2
5
7
5
0
0
2
1
3
0
4
1
3

46

Specific cost: 2.41 N$/kWh

Based on mean annual production.

*

**
***

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil works and 5 % for electrical and
mechanical works.
If uncertain, then 4% of I - 6
Calculation formula:
I= (1.051.1'- 1/0.1t)- 1, "t" is construction period in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment cost with different rate discount (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10% 15%
21 28 41
40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operation cost 3 Ncent/kWh

30.11.00
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4.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

4.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (If peak-power is needed, a small
drawdawn (0,5 m) can be actual.

4.3.2 Discharge

Since the intake and outlet are at the dam, and since the reservoir is neglectable, there will all the time be
the same amount of water in the river.

4.3.3 Flood

Implementing the reservoir will not make any influence on the floods or waterlevel downstream.
Upstreams a certain backwater will occur.

4.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.4.1 Planned Compensation

With the relative long utilization time and marginal reservoir the plant has to be in operation all the year.
Therefore it will always be water in the river downstream of the dam.

In the cost estimate 0.5 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

4.4.2 Possible Compensation

If peak operation is actual, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum waterdischarge downstream the dam
will be expected.

4.5 Alternatives

The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative heads,
capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.

30.11.00
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5 Aussenkehr Hydro Power Plant

5.1 The main data

Aussenkehr h dro ower lant

Total ca acit at mean head
Total ener roduction
Total cost rimo 2000
Unit investment cost'

MW
GWh
mill. N$
Ncent/k.Wh

30
155
333
25

1) Annually distrubated investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the average annual production. 10%
rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating cosr 0.03 N$/kWh.

5.2 Project Description

Appendix: 5.1
5.2
5.3

Map 1:250 000
Map 1:50 000
Longitudinal section of the power plant

5.2.1 Description of the plant

The dam and power station will be located at the Orange River 15 km upstream of Aussenkehr and 50 km
downstream of Noordoewer. A gross head of 40 m will be obtained by construction of a 40 m high and
300 m long dam (from surface riverbed to the highest regulated water level, HRWL). Daily peak power
operation may result in a reservoir regulation zone of approximately 2m. However, normal water level
will be close to HR WL.

The power station will be built into the dam wall.

The road access to the plant will be from the existing road to Aussenkehr. The plant will be connected to
the local 66 kV grid, which is prepared for 132 kV.

5.2.2 Catchment Area - Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific Mean inflow
Catchment km? runoff

Area l/s/km m'ts mill m'/year

1 Orange at ::::: 117 3 700
Vioolsdrif

30.11.00
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5.2.3 Reservoirs

Name of Before re ulation After re ulation Active Reservoir
Reservoir Area at NWL Inundated area at HRL LRL

NWL masl HRWL masl masl mill. m?'
km? km?

Aussenkehr 115 -30 155 153 --55

The transport of sediments in the river is unknown, but arrangement for flushing is assumed.
A gravity-concrete dam is assumed (rockfill can be used as an alternative at both sides).

The dam will be 45 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and 300m length of crest. The total volume
will be 167 000 m3•

Rock is exposed at the damsites. Some excavation and grouting are necassary to obtain a watertight and
stable damf oot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and gates. Some
overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway is assumed to be fixed in addition to a small gate (alternatives will be gated spillways).

5.2.4 Waterways

Section (from- to)

Intake-turbine

Type Length, m

Steel 50

Cross-section (mt )
Diameter (m)

2 X 3.7 m

5.2.5 Power Station

The station will be located in connection to the dam.

Under ound / o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit
Maximum flow
T e of turbine
Number of units
Tail water
Volta e

I) Francis can also be actual

m
MW
m/s

masl
kV

Power station
0  en
None

30
88

Ka Ian
2

115
132

5.2.6 Peak Power

The plant will have a certain ability to meet peak power demand during the day by using approximately 2
m head of the reservoir.

30.11.00
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5.2.7 Data of the powerplant

1

2

3

4

Ausserkehr H dro Power Plant

H drolo ical data
Catchment area km
Mean annual inflow millm /GWh 3700 / 360
Reservoir volume mill m / % --55/-
Power Station data
Mean oss head m 40
Mean ener e uivalent kWh/m 0,097
Max flow at mean head m/s 88
Max ca acit at mean head MW 30
Utilization time hours 5200
Ener ,  avera e
Ener roduction annual GWh 155
Cost estimate/Econom
Construction eriod ear 3
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 333
S ecific cost N$/kWh 2.15
Unit investment cost Ncent/kWh 25

1) The energy will be higher if the new reservoirs is taken in consideration
2) 10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintainance / operating cost 0.03 N$/k.Wh.

5.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from - to)

Aussenkehr-
dam / owerstation

T e

New tarred road

Len h, km

13

Tem or /Permanent

Permanent

5.2.9 Grid

The powerplant will be localed close to the existing 66 (132) kV-grid. This will be used during the
construction-period.

Section (from-to)

Powerstation - · d

Len th, km

13

Volta e, kV

66(132)

Tem or /Permanent

Permanent

5.2.10 Tele Communication

Local grid will be used.

5.2.11 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

Most of the aggregates for the concrete are assumed to be taken from suitable places in the neighbour-
hood.

30.11.00
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5.2.12 Cost

Costs (mill N$) r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction eriod)

1 Reservoir, weir cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station ( civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station (electrical)
6 Access roads, Trans ortation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca e des i
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration)*
12 Com ensation. etc.**
13 Financin costs (I of 1-12)

Total estimate cost
I) Included in reservoir costs.

Ausserkehr
114

4

13
32
47
13
5
4
1

19
0
25
9

46
333

Specific cost: 2.15 NS/kWh, based on mean annual production.

*

k k

k

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and
mechanical work.
If uncertain, then 4 % of 1 - 6
Calculation formula:
I  =  (1.051.1'- 1)(0.1 t)- 1, "t' is construction period in years
'T' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1- 12

Unit investment cost with different rate discount (Ncent/kWh):
7% 10%
18 25

40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/operation cost 3 Ncent/kWh.

15%

38

30.11.00
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5.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

5.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (If peak-power is needed, a small
drawdawn (2 m) can be actual.
The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approximately 40 km.
The surface area at HRL is approximately 30 kmt.

5.3.2 Discharge

Since the intake and outlet are at the dam, and the reservoir cannot manipulate the flow in the river, there
will all the time be the same amount of water in the river.

5.3.3 Flood

Implementing the reservoir will not make any influence on the floods or waterlevel downstream.
Upstreams a certain backwater will occur.

5.4 Compensated Initiatives

5.4.1 Planned Compensation

With the relative long utilization time and marginal reservoir the plant has to be in operation all the year.
Therefore it will always be water in the river downstream the dam.

5.4.2 Possible Compensation

If peak operation is actual, small weirs and/or guarantied minimum water discharge downstream of the
dam will be expected.

In the cost estimate 9 mill N$ is assumed to be used for compensation.

5.5 Other Alternatives

The plant has not been optimised In addition to the described alternative there are alternative heads,
capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.

Table 1 shows the installation and roduction for some combinations of capasity and head:

Installation, MW/ production  ,  GWh at different head and capasity
of the Ausserkehr H dro Power Plant

Capasity
m  I  s / % of Q mean HRWL masl 145 HRWL masl 155

88 / 75
117 /100
146 / 125

17 / 116
30  I  137
37 / 156

30  /  155
40  I  183
50  I  208

Table I

30.11.00
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5.6 Socio-economic and Environmental Issues

Implementation of the dam must be linked to the need for irrigation water in the area. Possible benefits for
water focused tourism should also be included in further studies.

The scheme will inundate rapids over a length of approximately 40 km, and thereby limits rafting for
tourists between Noordoewer and the dam wall. However, other water sport activities could be developed.

The dam wall will stop migrating fish unless a fish ladder is constructed.

Extra evaporation will be approximately 30 mill m? annually. This is 1 % of the total annual flow in the
river at Noordoewer.

The reservoir will not inundate irrigated areas close to Noordoewer

30.11.00
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6 The Vioolsdrif Large Dam Hydro Power Plant

6.1 The main data

Vioolsdrif Lar e Dam h dro ower lant
Total ca acit at mean head MW 44
Total ener roduction GWh 227
Total cost rimo 2000 mill. N$ 903
Unit investment cost ' Ncent/kWh 44
1) Annually distributed investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the average
annual production. 10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

6.2 Project Description
Appendix:
6.2
6.3

6.1 Map 1:250 000
Map 1:50000
Longitudinal section of the power plant

6.2.1 Description of the plant

The dam and power station will be located at the Orange River 8.5 km upstream of the existing Vioolsdrif
irrigation dam. A gross head of 59 m will be obtained by construction of a 59 m high and 575 m long dam
(from surface riverbed to the highest regulated water level, HRWL). The dam site has been identified as a
possible site for implementation of a large irrigation dam in the Orange River for the benefit of very large
areas downstream with a high potential for agriculture schemes. High pressure regulated water will be
released for irrigation purposes, and this energy potential could be utilised to operate hydropower turbines
and thus produce electric energy, which can be used by the new industry in this area.

The power station will be built underground close to the dam wall due to possible operation constraints
during flood periods.

The road access to the plant will be from the existing road to the existing Vioolsdrif irrigation dam. The
plant will be connected to the local 66 kV grid in Noordoewer.

6.2.2 Catchment Area - Runoff

Part of Identification Area Specific runoff Mean inflow
Catchment km? I/s/km?

m'/s mill m'lyearArea

1 Oran e at Vioolsdrif 404 000 0,3 117 3 700

30.11.00
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6.2.3 Reservoirs

Name of
Reservoir

Vioolsdrif

Before re ulation After re ulation Active Reservoir
Area at NWL Inundated area at HRWL LRWL
NWL masl HRWL masl masl mill. m?
km? km?

176 72+++ 235 180 1500 +++

The existing and planned dams upstream will greatly reduce the transport of sediments in the river, but the
effect is unknown. Therefore arrangement for flushing is assumed.

A gravity-RCC dam is assumed. The dam will be 63 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and 575 m
length of crest. The total volume will be 7 40 000 m3•

Rock of granitic material is exposed at the dam site. Some excavation and grouting are necessary to obtain
a watertight and stable dam foot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and gates. Some
overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway is assumed to be fixed in addition to a small gate (alternatives will be gated spillways). For
severe floods the whole dam in the riverbed must be used.

6.2.4 Waterways

Section (from- to) Type Length, m Cross-section (m )
Diameter (m)

Intake-turbine Steel 30 2 X 3.7 m
Intake-turbine Tunnel 100 15m

6.2.5 Power Station

The station will be located underground in connection to the dam.

Under ound / o n owerhouse
Access tunnel
Ca asit
Maximum flow
T e of turbine
Number of units
Tail water
Volta e

m
MW
m Is

masl
kV

Power station
Under ound

50
44
88

Francis
2

176
66 (132)

6.2.6 Peak Power

The plant will have a certain ability to meet peak power demand during the day and the week depending
on value of irrigation water.

30.11.00
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6.2.7 Data of the powerplant

1

2

3

4

Vioolsdrif Large Dam
H dro ower lant

H drolo ical data
Catchment area km 404 000
Mean annual inflow mill m /GWh 3700 / 260
Reservoir volume mill m / % ?
Power Station data
Mean oss head m 41
Mean ener e uivalent kWh/m 0,094
Max flow at mean head mis 88
Max ca acit at mean head MW 44
Utilization time hours 5200
Ener ,  avera e
Ener roduction annual GWh 227
Cost estimate/Econom
Construction eriod ear 3
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 903
S ecific cost N$/kWh 3,98
Unit investment cost Ncent/kWh 44

I) Depending on upstream reservoirs, and operation for irrigation purposes
2) 10% rate discount, 40 year lifetime, annual maintainance / operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

6.2.8 Access Roads

Section (from- to)

Existing weir - Vioolsdrif-
dam / owerstation

T

New tarred road

Len h, km
10

Tem or /Permanent

Permanent

During periods with major floods, the access to the plant will be secured by use of helicopter.

6.2.9 Grid

The transmission line for the construction period must be permanent and serve the powerstation. The
transmission line must be linked to an upgraded line to the existing Vioolsdrif dam.

Section (from-to)

Existin · d - Powerstation

Length,
km
8,5

Voltage, kV

66 (132)

Temporary/Permanent

Permanent

6.2.10 Tele Communication

Local grid will be used.

6.2.11 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

Most of the aggregates for the concrete are assumed produced from local sources (alluvium, quartzite).

30.11.00
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6.2.12 Cost

Costs (mill N$) r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction eriod)

1 Reservoir, Dam cost****
2 Diversion'
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station (civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Trans ortation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . W orksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Weirs, landsca e des i
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration)*
12 Com ensation. etc.**
13 Financin costs (I of 1-12

Total estimate cost
Included in reservoir costs.

Lar e Vioolsdrif Dam

478

6
19
43
65
10
3
4
1

57
0
69
25
124

903

* Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work and 5 % for electrical and
mechanical work.
** If uncertain, then 4% of 1-6
*** Calculation formula:

I = (1.051.1'- 1 )/(0.1 t)-1, "t" is construction period in years
"I'' is to be multiplied with the sum of 1 - 12

**** The total dam cost without the hydropower station is estimated to 718 MNS

Specific cost: 3,98 N$/k.Wh, based on mean annual production.

Unit investment cost with 10 % discount, 40 years lifetime
and annual maintenance/operation cost 3 Ncent/k.Wh: 44 Ncent/k.Wh.

The cost calculation above assumes that the dam cost is completely financed by the power station.
However, The scheme will only be developed if irrigation demand for water justify the construction of the
dam. Hence the power station can finance part of the dam cost.

The total cost for power production calculated with 30 and 50 % financing of the dam cost by the power
station:

Dam cost financin

Total cost (mill N$)
S ecific cost (N$/k.Wh)
Unit investment cost (Ncent/kWh)

100%

903
3,98
44

50%

559
2,46
28

30%

419
1,85
22

19.12.00
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6.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

6.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be governed by the need for irrigation water, hence the hydro power station
must be capable to operate on a large head variation. This requires special design of the turbines, and 20%
extra cost on the turbines is added for this purpose.
The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approximately 80 ++ km.
The surface area at HRWL is approximately 72 ++ km.

6.3.2 Discharge

The need for irrigation water will decide the water flow in the river downstream of the dam.

6.3.3 Flood

The RMF (regina! maximum flood) derived from the report on irrigation dams is estimated to be 18 930
m3/s. Implementing the reservoir will not make any influence on the floods or water level downstream.

6.4 Compensated Initiatives

6.4.1 Planned Compensation

The scheme is an irrigation scheme with the hydropower plant as an added value. We have no information
on the operation of the dam at this stage. However, in the cost estimate 19 mill N$ is assumed to be used
for compensation.

6.5 Other Alternatives

The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the described alternative there are alternative heads,
capasities and combinations that should be investigated at later stages of the planning.

6.6 Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts

Implementation of the dam must be linked to the need for irrigation water in the area. Possible benefits for
water focused tourism should also be included in further studies.

Depending on the dam size, the scheme will inundate some existing aggriculture land, and rapids in the
river over a length of approximately 80 km, and thereby limits rafting for tourists upstream Noordoewer.

The dam wall will stop migrating fish unless a fish ladder is constructed. This is not included in the cost
for the dam.

Extra evaporation will be approximately 70 ++ mill m' annually. This is 1,9 ++%of the total annual flow
in the river at Vioolsdrif.

30.11.00



Flow duration curve for Orange River (04 Vioolsdrif)
Based on monthly averages for 1920  -  1983
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IN NAMIBIA

PART4

The Okavango River
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HYDROPOWER PROJECTS

IN THE OKA V ANGO RIVER

1 Introduction
1.1 General

The Okavango or Kavango River (known as Cubango in Angola) originates on the Benguela
Plateau in Angola. The rainfall at the plateau is between 1 200 and 2 000 mm pr. year. From here
the river flows in a south eastern direction as a boundary river between Angola and Namibia for
approximately 400 km. In Caprivi, the Okavango River flows through Namibia for a distance of
approximately 50 km before it enters Botswana and the Okawango Swamps. The rainfall in this
region is only 400-600 mm pr. year.

The mean flow is 365 m'/s at Popa Falls in Caprivi. The natural drop at the Popa Falls is
approximately 2,5 m in the wet season and 4 min the dry season. The falls is more similar to
rapids with a width of approximately 1000m.

1.2 Existing situation in the Okavango River

Powe lants irri ation water su l
A small hydro power plant (50 kW) is in operation between Divundu and the Angola border,
approximately 20 km upstream the Popa Falls.

Roads etc.
The major route, B 8, crosses the Okavango River at Divundu. Secondary roads are also located at
the river banks.

Transmission lines
There is a 33 kV transmission line from Rundu to Divundu.

Others
The actual area for the hydropower developement is located in Divundu with such facilities as
shops, electricity supply, water supply, hospital, airport (small aircrafts) and restcamps (in
connection with the attraction Popa Falls).

2 Available Data/ Assumptions

General: The planning is based on data from the studies in the sixties, some later
drafts, new maps and a site visit.

Maps:

Hydrology:

1: 50.000 (1998), 1: 25.000 (1968), partly 1: 4500 (1968)

For all alternatives an average annual runoff of 11 500 mill.m' is used.
This figure is presented in the studies from the sixties. This is based on a
period of 21 year (1947-68) at Mukwe gauging station close to Andara
near Popa Falls. In fact, the gauging station was opened in 1965, but

28.11.00
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Sediment transport:

Geology:

Seismology:

Simulations:

Cost estimate:

Uncertain factors/
Need for further
investigations:

based on earlier gauge post observations, the record has been extended to
earlier years by  S.W.A.  Water Affairs Branch. The lowest discharge in the
low flow period is 160 m'/s. The discharge is higher than 200 m3 /s in 10
months, and average annual discharge is 365 m3 /s.

No data on sediment transport is found, but has to be taken into
consideration. Therefore flushing-arrangements is assumed.

NA

No seismic investigations are done at possible plant sites.

No EDB-based simulation is done. The calculation of the energy-
production is based on a flow-duration curve. This is made on the basis of
a flow-duration curve for Okavango at Rundu and information from the
low flow period at Mukwe.

The cost curves from the Norwegian Water Resourses and Energy
Directorate (NVE) are used. The level of cost is primo 2000.

The flow-duration curve based on long term observations at Mukwe
should be constructed based on updated data from Rundu and Andara
gaging stations.

Profiles of the actual damsites should be taken and also seismic refraction
surveys.

The actual masl should be chequed both upstream and downstream the
Popa Falls during the year.

Budget prices for the electro-mechanical equipement and local prices for
concrete, construction etc. should be checked in the local market. Possible
places for aggregates for production of the concrete ought to be
investigated.

Environmental and socio-economic studies have to be carried out. The
tourist attraction Popa Falls and resettlement of people are keywords here.
This is important before deciding on the site and size for the weir and the
power house building.

Multipurpose aspects ought to be investigated.

3 References
Okavango River Prosject, Popa Falls Hydro-Power Scheme, Preliminary Feasibility Investigation
by Hydroconsultants in collaboration with and at the direction of Director of Water Affairs,
S.W.A Branch, August 1969.

28.11.00
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4 Divundu Hydro Power Plant

4.1 The Main Data

Divundu h dro ower lant Alt. A Alt. B

Total ca acit at mean head MW 19 20
Total ener roduction GWh 150 160
Total cost rimo 2000 mill. N$ 325 359
Unit Investmentcost Ncent/kWh 25 26

Annually distributed investment cost plus cost of operation and maintenance divided by the
average annual production. 10% discount rate, 40 year lifetime, annual maintenance/operating cost
0.03 N$/kWh.

4.2 Project Description

4.2. lA Description of Alternative A

Appendix 1: Alt A; Map 1 :50 000

The weir will be located approximately 2 000 m upstream of the "Popa Falls" in Okavango River close to
Divundu village in Caprivi. A gross head of 9 min the wet season and 10 min the dry season will be
obtained by construction of the 6 m high weir (from surface riverbed to to the highest regulated water
level, HRWL). The weir will be 930 m long. The reservoir inundates 1.4 km2 of land. The water surface
will normally be kept close to HRWL with option of 0.5 m regulation.

The scheme will not affect Angola (inundation of land), and only marginally affect Botswana due to
approximately 1.5 mill m' annually increased evaporation.

The power plant will be located at the outlet in the river downstream of the "Popa Falls". The total length
of the waterway is 2 500 m.

The access to the plant will be from the existing road, B 8. The plant will be connected to the local grid by
a short transmission line.

4. 2. lB Description of the Alternative B

Appendix 2: Alt B; Map 1:50 000

The weir is located on the Popa Falls. The power station is located downstream of the rapids similar to alt.
A. The gross head is approximately 9 m. The weir is 6 m high and the length is 2 150 m. The reservoir
will inundate 2.1 km of land, and evaporation will be approximately 2 mill m3 annually.

28.11.00
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4.2.2 Catchment Area - Runoff

Part of
Catchment

Area

1

Identification

Okavango at
Divundu

Area
km?

=  203 000

Specific
runoff
I/s/km?

Mean inflow

m'/s mill m'/year

1.8 365 11500

4.2.3 Reservoirs

Alternative Name of
Reservoir

A
B

Before regulation After regulation Active
Reservoir

Area at NWL Area at HRWL LRWL
NWL masl HRWL masl masl mill. m?
km? km?

=1.5 1001 2.9 1006 1005.5 1.1

=2.4 1001 4.5 1006 1005.5 1.7

The inundated area is measured to 1.4 km in alt A, and 2.1 km in alt B.
The transport of sediments in the river is unknown, but arrangement for flushing is assumed.
A gravity-concrete weir is assumed (rockfill can be used as an alternative at both sides).

Alt. A:
The weir will be  8  m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and the crest 930 m long. The total volume
will be 6 000 m3•

AltB:
The weir will be 8 m high (from cleaned damfoot to HRWL) and the crest 2 150 m long. The total volume
will be 35 650 m3•

Rock is exposed at the damsites. Some excavation and grouting are necassary to obtain a watertight and
stable damf oot.

Diversion during construction will be obtained by means of cofferdams, culvert(s) and gates. It is assumed
that some overflow during construction will be accepted.

The spillway is calculated as a fixed concrete weir. The alternative could be fixed labyrinth weir or with
inflatable rubber gates. The Q% flood is estimated to be 8 000 m/s with a max flood level up to
HRWL+2,5 min alternative A, and HRWL + 2 min alternative B. The alternative with inflatable rubber
gates will reduce the increase of water level during floods, and give an option for increased head during
low flow periods.

28.11.00
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4.2.4 Waterways

Section (from-to) Type Length, m Cross-section Alternative
(m? )

Diameter (m)
Inntake - cone Headrace tunnel / canal 2000 150m A
Cone-turbine Steel 10 (2 x 5) m A
Turbine - outlet Tailrace canal 500 150m A

Intake-turbine Steel 10 (2 x5) m B
Turbine - outlet Tailrace canal 500 150m B

4.2.5 Power Station

The station will be located downstream of the "Popa Falls" on the left river bank.

Alt. A Alt. B
Dry Wet Dry Wet

season season season season
Under ound/ o n owerhouse 0 en 0 en
Access tunnel m None None
Ca asit at max head MW 20 21
Maximum flow mis 250 250
T e of turbine Ka Ian Ka Ian
Number of units 2 2
Tailwater ( /wet season) masl 996 / 998 996 / 998
Volta e kV 33 33

4.2.6 Peak Power

The future value of peak power will probably give a higher optimum capacity. The plant can be operated
to meet daily peak power demand.

28.11.00
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4.2.7 Data on the powerplant (with restrictions; 20 m'/s water release during 5 months)

1 H drolo  · cal data
Catchment area
Mean annual inflow
Reservoir volume as % of annual
inflow

2 Power Station data
Mean oss head
Mean ener e uivalent
Max flow at mean head
Max ca acit at mean head
Utilization time

3 Ener
Ener
Ener
Ener

,  avera e
roduction, firm
roduction, su lus
roduction annual

Divundu H dro Power Plant
Dry I wet Dry I wet
season? season'?

Alt. A Alt. B

km =200 000 =200 000
millm 11500 11 500
mill m / % 1.1/0 1.7/0

m 10/9 10/9
kWh/m 0.02310.020 ? 0.024 I 0.022
mis 250 250
MW 19/16' 20n18'
hours -6 500 ~6 500

GWh 126 135
GWh 24 25
GWh 150 160

4 Cost estimate/Econom
Construction eriod ears 3 3
Cost estimate rimo 2000 mill N$ 325 359
S ecific cost N$ /kWh 2.17 2.24
Unit investmentcost > Ncent/kWh 25 26

1) 60 % of the year is estimated as dry season and 40 % as wet season.
2) The energy equivalent is based on the net head, which is lower in Alt A than B due to energy loss in a

longer waterway.
3) The output during the dry season will be 15 - 19 MW and 16 - 20 MW in the wet season.
4) 10% discount rate, 40 years lifetime, annual maintenance/ operating cost 0.03 N$/kWh.

4.2.8 Access roads

The power plant will be located close to the existing infrastructure, which are: roads, grid, restcamps,
shops, hospital, airport (small aircrafts) etc. The need is only to build short access roads to the
powerstation and the weir.

Section (from- to)

Exist. road-station
Exist. road- weir

T e

U ad./new tarred road
Gravel surfaced

Len h, km

2
2

Tem or /Permanent

Permanent
Permanent

28.11.00
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4.2.9 Grid

The powerplant is located close to the local 33 kV-grid, which also connects Divundu to Rundu through a
200 km 33 kV-line The connection to the local 33 kV-grid will be permanent. The power from Divundu
will mainly be used in the Caprivi area, but will also be a supplement to national demand. The need for
upgrading the transmission line to Rundu has not been evaluated. However, the Divundu scheme will
enhance connection of the Eastern Capri vi (Catima Mulilo) to the Namibian transmission network.

Section (from-to)

Powerstation - · d

Lenght, km

2

Voltage, kV

33

Capacity existing transmission line
(assumed)

30MW

4.2.10 Tele Communication

Local grid will be used.

4.2.11 Location of (Tunnel) Masses

The tunnel/canal masses will be placed near the power station. As an alternative the masses can be used
for construction of roads or for other purposes.

4.2.12 Borrow pit  -  Mass  -  Quarry

It is assumed that the aggregates for the concrete work can be taken from suitable places in the neighbour-
hood.

28.11.00
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4.2.13 Costs

Costs (mill N$) r 01.01.2000 (10% a interest durin construction eriod)
Divundu Alt. A

(Dam wall above
the ra ids)

35
0
63
17
49
50

1 Reservoir, weir cost
2 Diversion
3 Waterwa (Penstock included)
4 Power station (civil works)
5a Power station (mechanical)
5b Power station ( electrical)
6 Access roads, Tem or lines, Trans ortation
6b Permanent transmission lines
7 Housin . Worksho . Admin. block. Stora e, etc.
8 Landsca e desi , etc
9 Contin enc
10 National taxes
11 Plannin . Administration)*
12 Com ensation. etc.**
13 Financin costs (I of 1-12)***

Total estimate cost
Included in reservoir costs.

4
1
5
5
18
0
25
9

45

325

Divundu Alt. B
(Dam wall on the

ra ids)

112
0
16
16
45
48
4
1
5
5

20
0
27
10
49

359

Specific cost: Alt A: 2.17 N$/kWh, Alt. B: 2.24 N$/kWh,
Based on mean annual production.

*

**

***

Planning/administration are calculated with 10% for civil work, and 5% for electrical and
mechanical work.
4% of 1-6 is used, which is normal according to experiences from other hydropower scehemes.
The mitigation for each scheme will decide the actual level.
Calculation formula:
I= (1.05(1.10 t - 1/0.10t)- 1, "t" is construction period in years
'T'  is to be multiplied with the sum of 1-12

Unit investment cost with different discount rate (Ncent/kWh)
Alt 7 %

A 19
B 19

10%
25
26

15 %

38
39

28.11.00
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4.3 Hydrology, Consequenses

4.3.1 Use of reservoir

The level of the reservoir will be held close to HRWL most of the year. (If peak power is needed, a small
regulation (0.5 m) can be used.
The length of the reservoir at HRWL will be approximately 4 km in alt. A, the surface area is 2.9 km, and
the inundated land area is 1.4 km.
The length of the reservoir at HRWL is 6 km in alt. B, the surface area is 4.5 km, and the inundated land
area is 2.1 kmt.

4.3.2. Discharge

The capasity of the plant is 68 % of  Q mean• This means that in approximately 70 % of the year there will
be water over the weir and so in Popa Falls. The rest of the year at least 20 m3 /s compensation water is
included in the calculations. This is released through the weir.

4.3.3 Flood

Implementing the reservoir will not make any influence on the floods or waterlevel in the river
downstream of the plant. Upstream of the weir a certain backwater will occur, but in this case the effect
will be small and will not affect Angola.

4.4 Compensated Initiatives

4.4.1 Planned Compensation

Resettlement of directly affected people is included in the costs. This cost will depend on the local
situation.  In  this case we have used 4% of 1 - 6 in the cost to come up with a general figure. The 4% is
normal according to experiences from other hydropower schemes. The mitigation for each scheme will
decide the actual level.  In  the cost estimate 8 mill N$ for alt A, and 9 mill N$ for alt B is assumed to  be
used for compensation.

The minimum amount of water release is assumed to be 20 m3 
/ s in approximately 5 months.

4.4.2 Possible Compensation

Peak power operation is possible during the day, and should  be  discussed in later studies in order to
highlight possible negative environmental impacts and actions to reduce them.

28.11.00
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5 Socio-economic and Environmental Considerations

The plant will have a long utilization time, and be in operation nearly all the year. The reservoir created by
the weir is not big enough to manipulate the river flow, therefore it will always be water in the river
downstream of the scheme.

The inundated area is approximately 1.4 km2 in alt A, and 2.1 km? in alt B. The scheme will not affect
Angola. Approximately 75 huts, 15 houses and 4 campsites around Divundu will be affected by the
increased water level. A socio-economic programme must therefore be established to secure new land and
improved life for the people directly affected. Due to the increased water surface, the annual evaporation
will increase by approximately 1.5 mill m? (alt A) and 2 mill m3 (alt B}, and thereby have a minor impact
on the flow into the Okavango Swamps. However this flow is 11 500 mill m' annually at Divundu.

The rapids inhabit a small-sized rare fish species, which could be negatively affected during construction,
and later operation of the plant. The biological life in the river between the dam and the outlet from the
powerstation must be thoroughly studied and measures taken to prevent severe impacts.

The scheme will enhance the connection of the Caprivi to the main grid in Namibia. Secured electricity
supply is a prerequisite to develop the agriculture potential in Caprivi. This added value to the local
society should be investigated.

6 Other alternatives

The plant has not been optimised. In addition to the two described alternatives there are several
alternative heads, capasities, damsites, spillways and combinations that should be investigated at later
stages of the planning.

28.11.00
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Flow duration curve for Okavango River at Divundu
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Department of Water Affairs
Plot of Daily Maximum, Minimum and Mean.

Station 2512M04A Okavango at Mukwa
Period of Record·30/09/1949 to 01/12/1998
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